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SingleTracks welcomes submissions and
artwork from our literarily-minded and
creative membership. This is your forum
and your magazine, so please send us
stuff! Send to: SingleTracks@nemba.org
or call 800-57NEMBA.

On the Cover: Tom Greene catches the
beauty of Molas Pass in Durango,
Colorado.
Send us your pictures, and if you grace
the cover we’ll send you a cool NEMBA
t-shirt!

OFF THE FRONT

Season to Dream/Reason to Give
that we could be building if our organization was 10 times as large
as it is now, a hundred times as large! How about if we could have
a paid crew to go from place to place around New Engand?
Farfetched? Not really.

Many of my dreams recently focus on NEMBA—where it is and
where it could be going. I imagine NEMBA pushing forth into
uncharted trails. I can foresee NEMBA creating an open space
fund to help purchase open space and preserve it for trails. We're
already being asked to contribute to land acquisitions,
and it would be wonderful if we had such a fund from
which monies and investments could be used to prevent suburban sprawl and provide more trails.

In many ways NEMBA uses a similar model to the
great hiking group, the Appalachian Mountain Club.
While we may respectfully disagree on a few details,
the similarities are remarkable. Both believe in the
fundamental link between recreation and conservation, that is, by appreciating the outdoors, people will
begin to realize how important it is to preserve it so
that we and our children can continue to the enjoyment and peace of mind that the woods can offer.
Where we differ is size, both of our membership and
our budget. While we're on a shoestring, and the
AMC wears python boots!

It would be great for NEMBA to develop a full-blown
mountain bike kids program to get a wide range of kids
out on the trails and away from their TV sets. We've
dabbled with a mountain bike adventures program and
worked with the Somerville Youth Group, but it would
be really great if we had enough funding to really make
a go of it. How about a NEMBA summer camp, for
instance?

Help us change that. Help us grow all our programs
and push are dreams into the realm of reality. I make a
personal plea to you to send in your Annual Appeal pledge. If you
can give a lot, please do. If you can only give a little, it will be
gratefully accepted. The important thing is to give a little extra
something. Mountain bikers generally aren't used to the whole
charitable giving scene, but why not start now with NEMBA. I
guarantee that you'll feel good knowing that your donation is
making a difference on the trails that you ride.

Equally cool, how about if we could offer mountain
bike vacations, tours and skills classes throughout the
year, a sort of Club Tread? Winter would be the perfect time to
make a quick blast down to Baja for 10 days of riding, saving
Moab for the spring, and British Columbia for the summer!
And then there are the trails. Even though our trail programs have
grown to become huge by mountain bike standards, we are still
only scratching the surface of the trails in New England which
need some love. And just think of the miles of singletrack trail
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CHAIN LETTERS

More bike problems with Y2K

Pedrosfest was awesome!

Excellent copy of SingleTracks. You do an amazing job. I liked your
Y2K article and photos. Lots of fun. One of my board members wrote
this column on bikes and Y2K - thought you might get a kick out of
it. Keep up the great work!

For the second year in a row, my buddies and I have driven
from the Greater Cleveland area to attend the annual
NEMBF. While we've not been disappointed, this year's festival far outdid last year's and we are even more enthusiastic about returning! We have some very challenging singletrack near us-Vulture's Knob in Wooster-but nothing has
thus far compared to the riding we have experienced up
east. Our only regret is that, for the second year in a row,
our Sunday riding was cut short by weather. The New
England Mountain Bike Association really left a big impression on me and at least one other guy in our group. Both of
us have discussed joining NEMBA so we can plan more
than one trip a year to some of the most beautiful country
in the States. You should all be very proud of the fine organization you have there.As soon as we know when next
year's festival is, we'll be getting our days off from work.
Thank you for welcoming us "foreigners" to another fine
event!

Jeff Miller, Bicycle Coalition of Maine
Virtually all cyclocomputers are manufactured in Taiwan or the
Peoples Republic of China. Both places rely on animals instead of
numbers to mark the years, so you will have no problem.
However, there are many other Y2K issues that cyclists should be
aware of and prepare for. I urge readers to contact individual manufacturers for details relating to specific products. Here I will mention
a few problems with frames which are frequently overlooked:
•CAD stands for Computer Aided Design. If the computer which
aided in the design was not Y2K safe, then you've got a problem.
Fortunately the fix is not all that complicated. You will need to
upgrade to CAD 4.0 or later. To do this order a new decal from the
manufacturer and install it over the earlier version.

Kim "Crash" Fatica, Wickliffe OH

• So-called Metal Matrix frames are also an unstable platform. The
problem is the Matrix. Interestingly, the most reliable fix is one
developed by alchemists in preparation for Y1K. Download the correct incantation from http://www.spellsrus.com. You will also need a
lodestone.
• Titanium frames may also be problematic. Many cyclists take out
home equity loans to purchase these framesets and then rely on an
automated banking system to repay the loan. Be sure to check with
your bank if you haven't done so already.
Finally, a number of people have been asking about Shimano's innovative Flight Deck system. The company has issued a statement certifying Y2K readiness and the board of directors have pledged to ride
Flight Deck equipped bikes back and forth across the international
date line as the new year dawns (they will be riding inside a specially
equipped jumbo jet that will fly a pattern around the middle of the
Pacific ocean). Mavic has yet to issue a comparable statement, but to
my knowledge none has ever bought one of their Mektronic systems.

Land Trust thankful for NEMBA Grant
At our last meeting of the Rattlesnake Gutter Trust, we were
informed of your generous grant of $500.00. We thank you and
want you to know it is much appreciated. The money will be spent
on trail development on our recently acquired Roaring Brook
Conservation Area. This 51 acre parcel includes a 2000 foot section
of Roaring Brook, and is a major segment of a Roaring Brook Wildlife
Corridor, a nature trail which will connect Leverett with neigboring
Shutesbury, crossed by the Metacomet—Monadnock Trail. Thank you
for your assistance.
Annetta Gibavic, Rattlesnake Gutter Trust, Leverett MA

Thanks for the Fells Trail Work
I want to thank the people who spent their Saturday maintaining the
trails at the Middelsex Fells. A lot of work was done in areas that
really needed it. I was not able to join in on Saturday because of
other obligations but am impressed with the amount of work that
was done and wanted to at least recognize the people who did it.
This has been a particularly bad season for the trails at the Fells
because of the extremely dry summer. The efforts of these people
have gone a long way toward repairing the trail erosion which is only
partially caused by mountain bikes. I look forward to helping out at
the next one.
Tom Grimble, Somerville MA
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CHAIN LETTERS

Keeping it real in Michigan

EMS Bike Team joins NEMBA

Got your latest issue of SingleTracks. As usual it's a fantastic rag.
Your Editorial "keeping it real, baybee" hit home with me. Back in the
early 90's the Michigan Mountain Bike Association was one of the
first IMBA Model Program Award winners and the event was held in
Vegas. I went to receive the award for our membership. Your words
about this year's show reminded me of how I felt back then. Your
quote,"...it's the rider, not the rig..." could be a battle cry of all of us
who fight on the front lines trying to keep the trails open. If technology and information were to save us, we would be saved by now. But
cycling's saving grace is not tech. or info, it is work like you do and
our organizations do with sleeves rolled up and shovels in hand that
is keeping bicycling afloat, both on and off road. Again, I enjoyed the
editorial and the mag is as good as ever. Keep up the great work.
Also, thanks for the plug about "Big Ring Ale", we hope to have it out
this month.

On behalf of the Umass-Memorial EMS Bike Team please
find an enclosed check for $50 dollars towards membership
at the sponsor level in your organization. The UmassMemorial Bike Team is comprised of paramedics who provide emergency care to the residents of Worcester and surrounding areas. In addition we actively promote helmet
safety and bike safe issues using our role as public officials
and medical care providers. (Most of us are mountain bikers
too!) The team supports NEMBA in its role of advocacy on
behalf of mountain bikers and related issues. If the UmassMemorial Bike team can be of assistance to you or members
of your organization please let us know.
Jonathan Hall, Paramedic/Bike Team Coordinator, Worcester
MA

Dwain Abramowski, Michigan Mountain Bike Assocition

NEMBA Grants make it happen

Fall Fiesta was great!

The RI Unit of the New England Mountain Bike Patrol would
like to personally thank NEMBA’s Trail Grant Committee for
their very generous grant of $500. The Patrol would also like
to thank NEMBA for having such a great program available
to help get these kinds of projects off the ground and up and
running. This award will make a huge difference in helping to
assist with the staggering amount of start-up costs we have
incurred to date. As of October 1st the RI Patrol is up and
running. Thanks again.

Thanks for the great Saturday AM ride. Jeff and I rode home with our
heads spinning with new trails and skills. Thanks Jon, for the logging
lessons! We went from stumbling 8"ers to comfortably clearing 15" in
about 20 minutes! All of my fears of taking on a Beristain challenge
came true, to my joy. Kindly humbled and masterfully encouraged,
both of your sharing provided a fantastic ride that gave us some new
targets. Also, thanks to Rick and the group of riders that assimilated
me on Thursday nights' romp at the WH Res. I can't help but share my
appreciation for the excellent spirit that is emanating from the CT
NEMBA people. I'm looking forward to being able to give a little back
on this Saturday's trail crew. I am going to be sending in my NEMBA
membership.

Mike Morris, RI Patrol Coordinator

Steve Miller, West Hartford CT

Join the New England
Mountain Bike Patrol!
The Mountain Bike Patrol is a NEMBA program designed to help spread our
educational mission and provide trail assistance.
In Massachusetts, we patrol at the Lynn Woods, the Middlesex Fells and
Great Brook Farm SP. In Connecticut, we patrol the West Hartford
Reservoir, and in Rhode Island we patrol in the Arcadia Management Area. Our
mission is to:
• educate cyclists
• lend assistance to all trail users
• report emergencies to land managers
• make observations and collect data
If you’re interested in the patrol contact:
Massachusetts: David Watson, dmw@alum.mit.edu or 781-729-0789
Connecticut: Brian Smith, bnemba@home.com or 860-676-9721
Rhode Island: Mike Morris, nembamike@email.com or 401-364-0786
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Bid Online for CT NEMBA’s
Cannondale F700
CT NEMBA is holding an online auction between January 1st
and January 14th for a Cannondale F700 mountian bike. Go
to www.nemba.org during these dates to place a bid.
Although we don't know its
exact heritage, we do know
that Cannondale sent this
bike for testing to the bike
magazines. This bike shows
very little wear, besides a
scratched brake lever and one
or two small scratches on
frame. The bike is practically
new!

Apply for a NEMBA Trail Grant
The New England Mountain Bike Association is proud to announce that
the application period for the Spring round of NEMBA Trail Grants is
now open. NEMBA Trail Grants are used to finance trail projects around
New England. Grant requests can be for any amount up to $500.
NEMBA Trail Grants are financed by the proceeds of NEMBA’s annual
Land Access Raffle. In this round NEMBA will be awarding up to $3,000
to those applicants chosen by our grant committee.
To apply for a NEMBA Trail Grant applicants must describe their project
in writing. Photos or diagrams can be used to show the need for a project, or to show how a similar project was done in the past. In all cases
a letter from the land manager or owner okaying the project must be
included, as must an itemized invoice showing how the funds will be
used. Applicants must send 5 copies of their grant application to
NEMBA no later than 1/31/00. The winners of the Spring round of
NEMBA Trail Grants will be announced by March 1st.

Details: Cannondale F700
CADD3 (1999). Shimano XT
rear derailleur, LX front derailleur and shifters. AVID SD-1.9
brakes and levers. CODA cranks, clipless pedals, bars, stem,
and bar ends. Shimano STX hubset. MAVIC X221 wheel set,
IRC Mythos XC 2.1 tires The frame is disc brake-ready and
features Cannondale's patented HeadShock front suspension.

In the past NEMBA Trail Grants have been used to build bridges, put in
waterbars, fund informational kiosks, and to buy patrol supplies and
tools. But most importantly they are used to repair, stabilize and, or
build trails that can be enjoyed by our region’s mountain bikers. —Bill
Boles

Everyone Wins with
NEMBA’s Land Access Raffle

NEMBA is looking for a new catchy slogan to carry forth into the new
millenium, so we decided to throw it open to you all by having a contest! Send us your ideas. If your winning phrase is the most fun, clever,
and wacky (not tacky), You will be the lucky recipient of a FREE 1 year
NEMBA membership, PLUS some of the new sshwaaag bearing your
ingenious words of art! All you gotta do is submit your brilliant ideas
by January 15, 2000, and your words could be as immortalized as "Got
Milk?" Send your entries to NEMBA and don’t forget to include your
name and address!

The long awaited drawing for NEMBA's Raffle took place
October 3rd at Pedros Mountain Bike Festival, and we're
pleased to report that over $4300 was raised for NEMBA’s
Trail Grant Program! The lucky winners are:
Grand Prize — Independent Fabrication’s Deluxe
Mountain Bike or IF Crown Jewel Road bike
Sandy Bray, Hull MA
Second Prize — Spinergy Spox Wheelset
Andy Thompson, Natick MA
Third Prize — White Mountains Trip for Two
Julie McNeill, Dracut MA
Fourth Prizes — USE Shokposts
Matt Svatek, Acton MA
David Watson, Winchester MA
Ryan Gianatasio, S. Easton MA
David Hudyma, Wethersfield CT
Donald Myers, W. Hartford CT
This raffle was made possible through the generous donations of these companies, and we thank them for their support and belief in the good work that we do.

Got Dirt? Contest:
NEMBA needs a Slogan

REI, Inc. Sponsors Greater Boston
Patrol
The Greater Boston Patrol is fortunate to be the recipient of an $800
donation from the Boston area REI stores. REI is a national outdoor
outfitter with local stores in Reading and Framingham, MA. According
to Mary Anne Machis, Special Events Coordinator for REI, the company
is very excited to be onboard as a patrol sponsor. Says David Watson,
Director of the Greater Boston Patrol: "REI really came through for us
and will make a big difference for next season."

Cape Cod Trail Daze in Barnstable
Cape & Islands chapter held a regularly scheduled trail maintenance on
Sunday October 24th in Barnstable Conservation Area’s Trail Of tears.
We had 22 people, three dogs, and a few kids turn out to help.
The purpose of this maintenance day was to reroute steep sections of
two different trails which have gradually become washed out. We split
up into two groups, one for each section. These two groups then split
up into two more groups, one to close the old trails, and one to build
the new ones. The first reroute was across a side hill which required
some bench cutting. The second was essentially a long climbing turn,
which incorporates a number of large rock options.
Most of us have had a chance to try out our newly created trails, and
the feedback that we have gotten is that they are a definite improvement to an already great place to ride. —Steven Shakin
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Trail Closures in the White
Mountains

Help buy Land for Great Brook
Farm SP

In a surprise move, the Forest Service completely brushed in
several trails in the Mount Washington Valley region of New
Hampshire. These trails had become some of the most popular
in the region for mountain bikers, as well as other trail users. It
was an unfortunate sequence of events, but it achieved the
desired effect: get the attention of the local montain bike community.

The Carlisle Conservation Foundation (CCF) is seeking donations from
all users of Great Brook Farm State Park to aid the State in acquiring an
additional 8.5 acres of land which are adjacent to the Park. This particular parcel would add a very nice link between two trails which are
now used by mountain bikers and other users.

The good news is that these trails are literally in the backyard of
Mark Jenks and Cathy Steers, well-connected mountain bike
advocates in New England, and they were ready to get even
more involved. The White Mountains chapter of NEMBA has
revitalized due to the access crisis. After a series of about 7
Forest Service meetings in 3 weeks, the relationship between
mountain bikers and the land managers has taken a decidedly
positive turn.
It will take time and resources to open the closed trails (costly
NEPA studies are required), but at the same time the Forest
Service has indicated that no new trail closures are pending.
(For more info, see the White Mountains chapter news.) —
Krisztina Holly

Free T-Shirts!
NEMBA is offering a limited time offer of a free t-shirt for any
new or renewing membership! This offer is good from December
10th until March 1st, 1999 so act now. This is a great time to
get all your buds to join us and it’s a perfect time for you to beef
up your wardobe with a new NEMBA t-shirt. You can send in
the application found in the back, call 800-57-NEMBA, or
download an application from www.nemba.org. Just make sure
you let us know your t-shirt size!

The owner of the property has agreed to sell the land to the State at a
bargain price, less than half of its market value. And the State has
agreed to come up with $200,000 of the $300,000 purchase price.
The balance of $100,000 must be raised from private contributions.
The Carlisle Conservation Foundation has committed to fund $50,000
from its own resources, together with a significant grant from a private
donor, on the basis of a matching grant, i.e. if the users come up with
$50,000, CCF will match this $50,000 and the deal will get done.
Mountain bikers are significant users of the Park, along with many
other groups. Even if contributions are small in the overall scheme,it
is important for mountain bikers to participate in the funding process
along with other users. Deadline for doing the deal is Dec. 31.
All donations are tax deductible. Checks should be made out to The
Carlisle Conservation Foundation, Inc., and mailed to the Foundation
at P.O. Box 300, Carlisle, MA 01741. Please note that the contribution is from a mountain biker for the Great Brook project. Any questions please call Tim Eliassen, mountain biker, trail boss, and trustee of
CCF: 978-369-5385.

SOS: Support Our Sponsors! Show our industry supporters that you care. Next time you buy something
for your bike, get it from the vendors you see in
SingleTracks, cuz they support us!

Keep that LARGE person out of your bathroom mirror this winter!

HOLIDAY ‘99
Great STOCKING STUFFER ideas
for your favorite biking pal
Power Bars, Water bottles, Socks, Gloves,
Tool Kits, Pumps, Gift Certificates.
510 N. Main St.
Leominster MA 01453

978-534-BIKE (2453)
Located at Rt. 2 & Rt. 12N (Exit 31B)
Next to Staples
Open 7 Days a Week

Gear Works Cyclery is proud to announce the addition of the SPECIALIZED line of bicycles, clothing, helmets, shoes and accessories to our list of high quality manufacturers.
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Merlin TM Series creates 7.5
miles of New Trail
By sponsoring the Merlin-NEMBA Trail Maintenance Series, Merlin
Metalworks has not only made it possible for the New England
Mountain Bike Association to build over seven and a half miles of
new mountain bike singletrack in Massachusetts, but is also
responsible for holding 44 trail maintenance events in 28 parks
from the Berkshires to Cape Cod. Designed by bikers for bikers, the
new trails offer all the elements riders want for a
great mountain bike experience: tight and twisty, with
great descents and climbs!
And since these trails are
built by volunteers, what
better incentive to participate than the chance to win
a Merlin hardtail, and, even
better, a Merlin Fat Beat,
donated by the Cambridgebased company.
According to Merlin's Matt
Bracken, "We think that all
companies
that
make
mountain bikes have a
social responsibility to support efforts to take care of trails and we
hope other manufacturers will get involved. From a bike industry
perspective, what good is that great bike you build if there's no
place to ride it?" According to NEMBA's director, Philip Keyes,
"Merlin has always been on the cutting edge of mountain bike
design, and it's great to have their support to allow NEMBA be on
the cutting edge of trail construction and to provide such an awesome incentive to get mountain bikers to give back to the trails."
The new trails are located in Leominster State Forest in
Westminster, Dubuque State Forest in Hawley, Great Brook Farm
State Forest in Carlisle and along Route 28 on Cape Cod. Merlin's
support has also made it possible to secure a $23,000 grant from
the State of Massachusetts for funding the series and hold an
Advanced Trail Building School. Hundreds of mountain bikers have
donated thousands of hours of volunteerism to Massachusetts
trails, making the Merlin-NEMBA Trail Maintenance Series the
largest in the world.

Ladies Winter Jersey Available
NEMBA has a women’s cut, size large, longsleeve NEMBA jersey
for the first to order by phone (Visa/MC). It’s a beautiful bluegreen fade with a falling leaf pattern. Very stylish! Cost is $70
(s/h included). Call 800-57-NEMBA.

NEMBA Befriends the Friends of
Ward Reservations
North Shore NEMBA's trail work in Ward Reservation is having a
positive impact. In the Fall issue of the Trustees of Reservations'
newsletter, they write "Calf Pasture Bridge. Seven members of the
New England Mountain Bike Association (NEMBA), led by Bob
Hicks, donated both the materials and their labor to build a wooden bridge over the brook that drains Rubbish Meadow… NEMBA
members frequently ride on the Reservation and have invariably
been thoughtful of the property and, when the need arose, have
helped with problems like fallen trees."

RI Fun Ride Raises Money
The Rhode Island Chapter of NEMBA recently held one of their
now famous "NEMBA Fun Rides" on September 19, 1999. 57 riders showed up on an absolutely beautiful early Fall day to tackle
the 18 mile loop of tight, twisty, singletrack, with a mixture of
dirt roads thrown in for good measure. Riders left in small groups
between the hours of 8am-10am and right away got to try out
the brand new bridge built the day before by local NEMBA members and the IMBA Trail Care Crew, who made a pit stop before
traveling onto Europe. After a gentle singletrack climb the riders
got to try a slice of the rock garden, which reduced almost everyone to hoofing it. Next they did the RT. 95 Trail, which runs
almost parallel along Rt. 95 for a couple of miles before dumping
out onto a dirt road. After a bit of big gear action on the road the
loop does a gentle clock-wise meander around the Browning Mill
Pond area before heading up to Bald Hill. There was a bail out
point at about the 12 mile point that almost everyone ignored
being the studs and studetts that they are. More tight singletrack
follows back out towards Rt. 165 before turning homeward on
Jen’s Trail and Arcadia Trail. A bit of dirt road and the cycle is
complete. Everyone had a great time and we even had $150
donated towards the RI Unit of the New England Mountain Bike
Patrol. A special thanks to all who participated and donated.
Hope to see all of you next year. —Tina Hopkins

Bike Shop Owners and Brewer
come to NEMBA Trail Day
Three bike shop owners and a brewer came to Wachusett
NEMBA’s last trail day in Leominster. Gene Kalajian of Gear
Works Cyclery in Leominster not only came out to wield some
tools but even donated a Crosslink wheelset! Bruce Willoughbe
and his son Chris of O'Neils in Gardener worked hard, and last
but not least, Alan Toby of Wachusett Cycle was on hand to put
the final touches on some new singletrack. As an added bonus,
Ned LaFortune from Wachusett Brewery, official beer guy of the
Wachusett Chapter, lent his support through expert use of a
pulaski and gave everyone a pint glass.
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Pedrosfest ‘99: The Tribe Gathers in Lanesboro, Massachusetts

Oh what a Festival it was! For those of you who made the journey,
I’m sure you’ll agree. For those of you who didn’t attend, mark
your calendars for next year, as this is one event you won’t want
to miss!

by Linda Harrison, Berkshires

and riding abilities that had gathered for the same reason — they
enjoy mt. biking. There were rides for beginners, intermediates,

We had a great time at this year’s Pedros Mountain Bike Festival
held in Lanesboro, MA at Noppet Hill Farm. The foliage of the
beautiful Berkshire mountains acted as a colorful backdrop for
what proved to be a spectacular weekend filled with fun for the
whole family.
This was the first time our family had attended such an event, but
we’ve already decided, we’ll be back next year. Although we live
close by in Pittsfield, we chose to camp for the weekend, taking in
the total experience of the event. So my husband, 11 year old
daughter, and I packed the car with our camping gear, loaded our
bikes and headed for the Farm.
Admitting that I don’t ride with the same frequency or intensity as
my family, I wasn’t sure where I would fit in spending the weekend with a group of physically fit people who love to mt. bike. My
and experts; epic rides; ladies rides; kids rides; technical clinics;
rides with Gary Fischer; bike demos; product demos, and for those
who wanted to ride after the sun went down - night rides. If you
wanted to try something different there was the portable rock
climbing wall. If you needed a new toy for your bike there was a
large Expo area where vendors were selling every kind of accessory
imaginable. And of course, food was available to fill those hungry
bellies.
The most enjoyable event had to be the mud bog. As I headed
towards the farm returning from a ride, I could hear loud cheers off
in the distance. Approaching the crowd that had gathered, it
appeared the noise was a result of those who dared to ride
through the mud. The audience was into it, and the rider who had
the best fall or was covered with the most amount of mud won
the cheers. At night we enjoyed the music of the Mud Hens,
warmed our bodies as we huddled at the bon fire, and sat around
telling jokes and listening to the "story of the day". Hey Bill,
"Where’s the tequila?"
reservations quickly disappeared as I observed people of all ages

The best part about the weekend was that there was something
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has shared. I encourage you to attend this fun filled weekend next
year, as I know we’ll be returning. Mark your calendars, put in for
vacation (it starts on Friday), and head for the Beautiful Berkshires.
We’ll see you there!

for everyone. On Saturday, we all found different activities that
interested us and headed our separate ways. My husband led

John Stezelecki took all these great pictures. If you want to
check out tons more, log on to www.pedrosfest.com!

Only
Creative
Design
Engineers
Need apply

intermediate group rides and night rides, while my daughter led
kids rides and learned about Mt. Bike Camp at Coyote Hill. I
enjoyed a woman’s ride that included continuous climbing, crossing bridges, and tackling some pretty awesome single track. The
area we were riding was new to me, but I won’t hesitate to add it

TriPyramid is a design and
manufacturing firm specializing in custom designed stainless
steel hardware for architectural applications. Our hardware is
found in the primary structure of some of the World's most
notable buildings, such as the glass pyramid at the Louvre in
Paris, Tokyo International Forum, and the new glass enclosure
for the Hayden Planetarium in New York. TriPyramid's design
team includes architects and mechanical design engineers.
We are seeking mechanical engineers to join the design team.
Skill-set should include strength of materials and stress analysis, AutoCad proficiency, well rounded computer skills, knowledge of machining practices, project management and good
communication skills.
TriPyramid is an equal opportunity employer, located in bicycle-friendly Westford, Massachusetts
Please send resume to:
to the long list of great places to ride in the Berkshires. The views
from atop the mountains made what seemed like never ending
climbs to the top worthwhile.

TriPyramid Structures, Inc.
63 Power Road
Westford, MA 01886

Email: eng@tripyramid.com
www.tripyramid.com

Thank you to Mary Tunnicliffe and the long list of volunteers who
made this event one of the most enjoyable weekends our family
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HAPPENINGS

CT NEMBA’s Fall Fiesta by Brian Smith, Connecticut.

Photos by Vicky Beristain

Leaves rapidly disappearing outside my home office window, the
season of cycling, as many of us know it, must be drawing to a
close; a good time to document CT NEMBA’s activities of the last
few months, and a very busy few months they were!
First to my mind is the recent election of three new members of
our Board of Directors. With the resignation of Steve Clarke and
Joe Ortoleva, and a vacancy
that was never filled after
Dave Dunn stepped down,
we had three spots to fill.
I’m proud to report that all
three were filled with very
capable candidates.
Congratulations and welcome to Paul Wetmore,
Nancy Martin and Irv
Schloss! (We will be holding our election of officers
at our November meeting
Michael & Winnie Gnazzo, hosts
and will post those results
in the next ST.) Thanks go out to Steve and Joe for their tireless
dedication to NEMBA and
continued support.
Nancy, Paul and Irv were
elected during the recent
NEMBA Fall Fiesta held in
Chester, CT. The event, the
second annual, began with
organized rides for riders of
all skills, expertly marked
and coordinated by our VP
John Turchi at Cockaponset
Angela & Jon Murphy
State Forest. Many of us participated in hikes, rides and
GPS mapping sessions in
preparations of the
event. (Thanks go out to
Mike Foise and the DEP
for permission to hold
this group ride.) We
documented approximately 72 riders taking
part, including the
omnipresent Philip
Keyes. CT NEMBP patrollers swept the trails for that added sense

Kevin Brody, the man on the flying trapeze

of security. Mother Nature smiled upon the group, gold and orange
leaves crackling beneath the knobbies, the air just cool enough for
tights and long sleeved jerseys. The smiles on faces returning from
the rides said it all.
After the morning rides, a party and meeting followed for members (and those that joined at the door) at The Casino in Chester,

Charlie Beristain and Kevin Brody torturing innocent peices of firewood

a magnificent facility, the use of which was donated by hard-core
CT NEMBA supporters Mike and Winnie Gnazzo. The Casino has
an indoor-outdoor stereo, a projection DVD system (featuring
Tread all day!) a beautiful deck, complete kitchen and more than
enough lawn space for hungry, thirsty mountain bikers to spread
out and enjoy southern Connecticut weather at it’s autumnal
finest. There was a veritable feast supplied by Shop Rite through
the efforts of Jon Murphy and catered by the team of Jon and his
wife Angela, Charlie and Vicky Beristain. Two gas-grills cooked
burgers, dogs and chicken breasts non-stop. Two different taps
flowed with Farmington River Brewery liquid barley, providing
thirsty riders with essential carbohydrates. Jon and Charlie (do
these guys ever tire?) changed chef hats into helmets and provided
both warm-up entertainment and education with their amazing
12

log hopping skills demonstration. Charlie also gave a talk on, complete with detailed handout, the well-equipped fanny-pack (look
for his article elsewhere in this issue!).
As impressive as
Charlie and Jon’s
technical skills were,
they were but a
warm-up for the star
of the show, familiar
to NEMBA members
from past events, Ted
Wojick trials rider
Kevin Brody. The facility provided Kevin
with ample outdoor
space to set up his
full complement of
ramps and blocks and
his own PA system.
Even with a sinus
infection playing
havoc with his balance, Kevin demonstrated that you
could, in fact, break
Brian Smith, human waterbar
the laws of physics
without breaking any important body parts. Kevin has added a

group of Connecticut riders to his unofficial fan club!
Capping off the day’s events, besides the aforementioned election,
was a raffle with prizes donated by Benidorm Bikes and Boards
(Bontrager clipless pedals and a Specialized helmet) and
Cannondale (Hydration pack, duffel, and tee shirt). We also had
some door prizes (Crack Wax and Lip Shitz) donated by Central
Wheel. Our thanks to these shops and Cannondale for their support; the raffle raised over $300 for CT NEMBA! We also sold the
first edition of CT NEMBA Fall Fiesta tee shirts and will soon be
posting a web page for those interested in purchasing one these
beauties from the limited supply we have left.
The event was a smashing success and our thanks go out to all
those involved in planning and execution of the events, lining up
sponsors, leading and mapping rides, and cleaning up; the chapter
should be very proud of the outcome: a great time had by all and
23 new or renewed memberships, including one for the Greater
Boston Chapter! Special thanks go to Nancy Martin and Paul
Wetmore. A big and graceful bow to Jan Boland and Doug Tanner
of Benidorm Bikes and Boards, Tom Armstrong and the
Cannondale Corporation, Bill Hodgkin of Farmington River
Brewery, Mike and Winnie Gnazzo, Shop Rite Supermarket, Jon
Murphy, Kevin Brody, Brian Cohen from Central Wheel, and everyone that came out to enjoy the festivities and show support! The
Fall Fiesta is growing at an impressive rate well beyond our expectations but you CAN expect this: Fiesta 2000 will not be one to
miss!

NEMBA’s
Official
Singletrack
Bar!

Sweet wheels
Spinergy, Inc. 11 River Road
Wilton, Connecticut 06897 USA
www.spinergy.com
(203)762-0198

Eat ‘em and Ride!
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HAPPENINGS

Blue Hills Mountain Bike Day by Joe Sloane, Greater Boston

The Blue Hills Reservation was the
place to be on October 3rd when
approximately 350 people soaked
up the sun at our Third Annual
Blue Hills Mountain Bike Day.
There were tons of kids and families enjoying the day. Mountain
Bike Day is famous as an attraction for all ages. This year, we
received a lot of attention from the
local media. Articles and photographs of the event appeared in
the Boston Globe, Quincy Patriot
Ledger, Milton Times and Milton
Transcript newspapers.
There was a lot to see and do in
the Expo area. Bike Express and
the Bike Infirmary did free repairs
all day. Once again, a giant load of
free bike goodies appeared in the
raffle. Every kid who came left with
a swag item.
All TrailWatch volunteers offered
tremendous support for the event.
The riders worked with Bill Boles
on another super set of trail loops.
Cellular One provided free telephones so that all ride leaders
could be in close contact with the
event coordinators. The TrailWatch
hikers helped Joe Sloane coordinate registration tables, contests
and activities back at Houghton’s
Pond. The most dedicated volunteer was TW member Greg Jordan
who brought his entire family –
Mom, Dad, sister, brother, uncle
and cousin – and gave them each a
job to do!
The MDC Ranger staff was out in
full force. With expert rider John
Jacoppo at the helm for the MDC,
success was guaranteed. Wired for
sound, John ran two skills clinics
over his complex obstacle course.

He taught riders how to navigate the Teeter-Totter, the TwistyTurny and the Gravel Pit. In between clinics, John’s course saw
non-stop use. The ever-popular Bike Limbo, a slow race and trackstand contest put riders’ skills to the test. It’s possible that more
miles were logged on the obstacle course than out on the trails!
John Jacoppo’s many skills and great personality are gifts to the

MDC and the mountain bike community.
Now heading into our fourth year, this event has firmly established itself as the finest land-manager sponsored mountain biking
event in New England. It sparkles as an example of how great
things can be when land managers and user groups work cooperatively and selflessly towards a common goal.
See you next year!
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HAPPENINGS

National Mountain Bike Patrol Instructor Conference by David Waton, Greater Boston Patrol Director
Tsali. Nantahala. Names that evoke rolling
singletrack and swooping mountainside
descents deep in the forests of western
North Carolina. Not to mention a certain
federal fugitive, but that’s another story.
I had the privilege of spending a long weekend at the Nantahala Outdoor Center and
riding the Tsali trail network. I was there
as a speaker at the 1999 National
Mountain Bike Patrol Instructor
Conference, courtesy of the fine folks at
IMBA. Two and a half days of talking
mountain bike advocacy and patrolling (oh,
and doing a little riding too). What can I
say, it was a tough assignment.

Blue Hills MTB Day
Sponsors
Aqua Cool
Bicycle Link
Bike Barn
Bike Express
Cellular One
Dave’s Bike Infirmary
Dedham Bikes
Fat Dog Pro Shop
Independent Fabrications
International Bicycles
Java Jo’s Coffee Shop
Kryptonite
MDC Blue Hills Rangers

When I arrived at the airport in Asheville,
North Carolina, who did I run into but Ric
Balfour, formerly of IMBA Trail Care Crew
#2. The Greater Boston Patrol spent some
quality time with Ric and his wife Holly
during their 1998 swing through New
England. Surprisingly, Ric remembered not
only me, but the rest of the Boston crew,
our parks, and our issues. Not bad considering they spent a year on the road and
visited 33 states! Ric and Holly are currently starting up a patrol in the Portland,
Oregon area.
The official agenda had us doing only dinner and introductions on Friday night, but I
found myself sharing my experiences on
the Greater Boston Patrol until late into
the evening. By the time the conference
actually began, I had already been handing
out copies of our maps and information,
and describing the progress of our patrol.
The first full day of the conference covered
the basics of setting up a patrol. The topics ranged from establishing a relationship
with the local land manager, to attracting
members, to fundraising, to administration
and logistics. The afternoon sessions covered how to teach the "core skills" of
mountain bike patrolling, including trail
user interaction, bike repair, first aid, and
riding skills.

NEMBA
Quincy Cycles
Seven Cycles
Ski & Sport Shop
SporTobin Clothing
Ted Wojcik Bicycles
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Somehow, we managed to squeeze in a
ride on those famous trails. The ride was
great, but you can’t get too caught up in
the scenery when you’re riding an eighteen
inch wide trail with a BIG drop-off on one
side!

We finished up the conference the next
day with a variety of talks on issues like
patrol liability, urban parks, backcountry
medical emergencies, and special events
coverage. Overall, it was a fun and informative weekend, bringing together dedicated mountain bike advocates from several
states and three countries. The conference
left me really psyched for another year
working with the Greater Boston Patrol.
Postscript: Anyone interested in finding
out more about NEMBA’s patrols should
contact: David Watson (Greater Boston) at
(781)729-0789 or dmw@alum.mit.edu;
Brian Smith (Connecticut) at (860)6769721 or bnemba@nemba.org; Mike Morris
(Rhode Island) at (401)364-0786 or nembamike@email.com.

T RAV E L

NEMBA’s Week in Durango, Colorado
Imagine that you’re going riding at 9:00 in the morning. Only
instead of having to drive someplace to get there, you just walk
out your front door. Only to find your friends milling around on
their bikes waiting to go. And so you go riding, right from your
motel, for maybe. . . five hours. Then you get back, eat lunch, take
a nap and mess with your bike for a while. Then you go downtown
and eat a sumptuous repast at a classy eating establishment/bar.
And then imagine waking up the next morning and doing it all
over again. And then again the next morning - for 6 days.
This was the NEMBA Week in Durango in a nutshell. Durango is a
small old Western town. Originally prospering as a provisioning
stop for the region’s miners, Cavalry and explorers. It was also a
market for the area’s farmers. A narrow gauge railroad was built to
a tiny mining community in the mountains called Silverton. The
large deposits of coal in the hills surrounding town powered the
train and provided heat for the town’s homes and businesses.
Durango was the Wild West. Texas cowboys had a saying, "If you
live a good life, when you die you’ll go to Colorado." They were
talking about Durango. Durango was that last bit of civilization,
complete with schools, shops, saloons, fancy houses, and newspapers before you headed for the wilds of Silverton, Telluride
Ouray and the untracked mountains beyond.
Today Durango’s main industry is tourism. Skiing in the Winter,
mountain biking in the Summer. In Durango, within city limits,
you can white water raft, tube or kayak. You can rent a horse, a
bicycle or a sailplane. You can ride an antique train, a horse drawn
carriage or a rope-tow ski lift in a town park. Or you could go
mountain biking. - In the mountains. Big mountains.
Durango is situated on a river in a very lush valley at 6250 feet.
Immediately South of town to the East things get dry, almost
desert like, and the trails have small cactus plants lining the
berms. The ground here is baked almost rock hard. So hard that
sometimes you’ll see burned rubber marks in the dirt. And the
singletracks are very fast. Imagine big ring singletracking just as
fast as you can go.
The Southwest side of town has a large deposit of shale, which is
eroding very slowly into a series of hills and valleys that are
uniquely sculpted and mostly vegetation free. Imagine a 300 acre
playground with miles of trails and and a 1,000 foot elevation
drop. It’s like a giant BMX track for trail bicycles. This is the ‘new’
Durango Mountain Park. Oh! And then there’s Slime Gulch. Slime
Gulch is a box canyon in the middle of the park. As you start riding up the canyon it’s about 50 yards wide and you’re on an excellent singletrack about 5 feet higher than a dry streambed. As you
follow the watercourse the canyon narrows and you swoop in and
out of the streambed like a skateboarder in a halfpipe.
The canyon narrows until you’re forced to ride in the stream bed.
Usually it’s dry and you can make great time as you slowly climb
up the now 12 foot wide 700 foot deep canyon. But this year
Durango had a record amount of rainfall. So Slime Creek lives up to
it’s name. And it’s tough going. After a while, if you’re strong
enough to get that far, you begin riding on rock. Bedrock actually,
in a tube that has been cut by millennia of very infrequent rains.
It’s sort of like the water cut spillways in the White Mountains
near Franconia Notch. But without the water.
You continue to climb as the tube contorts itself around numerous
rock formations. Now the box canyon is very narrow, until finally
it gets narrower than your handlebars. And the sun is blocked out

by Bill Boles, SE MA

of the sky by the mountainous canyon walls that surround you. So
you turn around and you RAIL down this trail. Getting way high
on the walls as the trail twists and bends its way downstream like
a bobsled run. What fun! Truly a most excellent ride.
On the dry side of town is the Telegraph Hill - Horse Gulch trail
network. This area has a tremendous, and continuously increasing,
number of trail bicycle trails which have, for the most part, been
built by the local club, Trails 2000. This is my favorite place to ride
in Durango. On one ride we did 40.4 miles of mostly singletrack
riding, on another 30. But we still didn’t ride all of the available
trails.
You leave town on 3rd Street where it turns to dirt and begin to
ride up Horse Gulch. That’s a long gentle uphill. In fact all riding in
Durango starts with an uphill. After a couple of miles you get to
this vast area of singletracks. The Meadow Trails right in front of
you are the fastest and the most mellow. The ridge trails on your
left are the most extreme. And the Telegraph Hill Trails to your
right are the newest and most extensive. They include the infamous "Suicide" Downhill and my favorites the Sidewinder and the
Carbon Junction Trails which when linked together form a 10 mile
downhill singletrack that eventually dumps you out near the bicycle trail on the South side of town.
Or you could ride out of town to the West on 25th Street which
turns into the dirt just as it hits the boundary of the San Juan
National Forest. After a short 2 miles of gentle uphill you get to
the start of the Colorado Trail. This 456 mile long trail is probably
too much to do in one ride, so today we’ll ride the first 14 miles
of Singletrack, up past the scenic Gudy’s Rest overlook until we
turn left on the Dry Fork Trail. Then we’ll do a 20 mile, all downhill
ride, back to town. Yee Haw!
Thirty miles north of town is the world famous Hermosa Creek
Trail. This 35 mile long downhill starts at around 10,700 feet and
drops about three quarters of a mile as it makes it’s way down to
the town of Hermosa. It has over 25 miles of narrow, sometimes
cliffside, singletracks with only one 900 foot climb in the middle.
On the Northeast side of town is the Missionary Ridge Trail
Network containing over 50 miles of ‘new’ trails that have only
become popular in the last couple of years. Right in town to the
Northwest is Animas Mountain a tilt mesa with an unbelievably
scenic trail running around the edge. Ned Overend tells me that
this trail is almost too hard to ride. He’s right!
Or you could ride the Log Chutes Trail Network to the West of
town. The Log Chutes are a scenic series of trails with a lot of
climbing that feature the downhill course for the old Iron Horse
Classic. This downhill is a favorite practice track for Missy Giove
and other local downhillers.
Or you could . . . . Well! I’m sure you’re getting the idea. Every
day, when you walk out your front door, you’ve got a different trail
to ride. It’s a tough life!
NEMBA’s Week in Durango rocked. Up to 14 of us were out on the
trails together every day. We got caught in one thunderstorm and
dodged another. We broke & fixed many bikes. We rode a lot of
trails, ate a lot of food and drank a lot of spirits. We climbed a lot
of hills. But we rode down even more. And we had about as much
fun as you can have on a trail bicycle - over and over again.
Oh! And we’re already talking about going back next year.
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Molas Pass to Coal Bank, Durango, Colorado

by Tom Greene, Greater Boston
around the peaks of several mountains and
alternated between close-ups of sheer peaks and
panoramas of the San Juans.
After we hit the high point, the route branched
to the East off the Colorado Trail and on to the
Engineer Mountain Trail. At this point, we were
all looking forward to a little rolling terrain
across the top, then a speedy, adrenaline-soaked
downhill.
But nooooooo! Due to the excess of rain the
area received over the spring and summer
months the Engineer Creek Trail was badly eroded. We found ourselves walking a mile or so
through trenches two to four feet deep. And
then there was the mud... The trail became ridable after a while, but it was an exercise in riding
a straight line. It was only two inches wider
than our pedals and gullied about eight inches

Much above tree line, this 25 mile ride features dizzying panoramic views and is 100% singletrack. This serves to take your mind off
all the climbing, which at this altitude becomes even more challenging. Let me put it this way - you know you are going to feel it
when you find yourself winded just riding around the trailhead
parking lot!

deep, so one little
waver had you running into the side of
the trail with the
front wheel or a
pedal.
In hindsight, the
thing to do would
have been to turn
around at the high point and rip the 13 mile downhill back to
Molas Pass. That would have rocked! However carrying the bikes
through the alpine tundra
surrounded by bald towering peaks and wondering whether or not we
were going the right way
definitely contributed a
sense of adventure to the
ride that would have been
lost had we just gone
down the same way we
came up!

We started the ride at the top of Molas Pass (elevation 10,500)
and left a vehicle at Coal bank to avoid having to ride the highway
back to Molas Pass. The crew consisted of me, my hombres Tim
Bugbee and Larry Mason and my future-wife Reenie Casey.
Like most rides in Durango, this one has a simple profile - ride up
for a long time, ride down for a long time. After 13 miles of
granny-ring/mid-ring-big-cog uphill, we reached the high point
(elevation 12,150). This wasn't as unpleasant as you might think.
Whoever designed the trail must have had vacationing flatlanders
in mind. For the most part, the trail was smooth and ridable, with
lots of sheer drops off the side and the occasional 90 degree turn
in a cliff-side rock ditch to keep things from getting too mellow.
And the view was phenomenal all the time. The trail wound

But after several miles of
riding, pushing and trying
to distinguish the trail
from an erosion rut we
crested the saddle at
Engineer Mountain and
dropped below tree-line
to our just reward. Here the track was more of what we expected
to find: 12 inches wide, fast, with the plenty of rock gardens,
drop-offs, and root terrace launches to make things even more
interesting. We were so happy to be on the good stuff (and going
the right way), that we ripped the rest of the ride without stopping. Before we knew it, we were at the van at Coal Bank. Yet
another epic day in Durango.
Photos by Tom Greene
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What Santa Should Get Every Good Mountain Biker
What to get the mountain biker that has
everything?
I don't know about you, but around
October I start getting that same uneasy
feeling. My mailbox overflows daily with
about 20 pounds of Christmas catalogs,
which achieves the merchants' desired
effect: PANIC. Yes, if you panic, you'll buy
anything. And after 15 minutes of
scratching my head about that special
someone who already has every mountain
bike related gadget, I get frustrated and
start eyeing the monogrammed nose clippers or a large slab of smoked sockeye
salmon.
But this year I am trying not to fall for the
special gift pack of bath salts. I think I
have resisted just long enough to dig up
some new items that are still under development for this holiday season ...
Porta-Change
I generally don't need an SUV for my
everyday life. But any time I try to change
into bike clothes in my tiny Honda Civic, I
realize that a
small car does
not make an
appropriate
changing room.
(The mother of
three, peering
down from her
minivan last
Thursday night,
would probably
agree.) But I
have discovered
a new solution:
the PortaChange. A popup curtain that serves as a changing room
no matter where you are — a parking lot,
your cubicle at work... I'm even thinking
this could go over well at Filene's
Basement. Comes in three fashion solids
(hunter, sage, and heather) and camouflage for those extra high sensitivity situations. Not recommended in high winds.
Tan-Thru Shorts
Every summer, by about June 15th, you
can tell who's the cyclist, and who's the
beach bum. Many riders are proud of the
tell-tale two-tone thighs, but it's hell
when you try to wear a mini skirt to a
fancy function. So if your gal (or guy) is a
little concerned about showing some tan
lines apres-bike, have them train in these
tan-thru shorts. Don't forget to wear sunscreen behind the chamois!

by Krisztina Holly, Greater Boston

Pressure-in-a-Pinch

stocking stuffer.

Using technology developed for the
Hummer, now you can adjust your tire
pressure and change your traction midride, based on the terrain you're riding.
Riding the road to the park? Pump it up
rock-hard with the flick of a button. Hit
some loose gravelly singletrack?
Psssssst... you're down to 30 PSI
within 5 seconds. No more pinch
flats in the rockgardens, no more
slogs on the pavement. Get the pressure you want when you want it. At
2.3 pounds, the weight is still an
issue. But it's a must-have for the
techno-weenie.

Butt Saver

Laser Defoliator
The worst thing
about the spring are
all the blowdowns.
After dreaming all winter of flying down my
favorite downhill,
instead we have to
stop every 30 feet
to clear another pile
of logs and branches.
But in comes the Laser Defoliator: 20
Watts of pure Argon-Ion power, in a lightweight titanium
case! Imagine
the look on his
face when he
unwraps this
baby. You just
attach to your
handlebars and
all blowdowns
are history, a
good 40 feet before you even get there.
Nothing will stand in your way. (Not recommended for twisty singletrack, urban
trails, or in high drought conditions.)
Bag Balm Singles
Ever been on a long ride and your bum
starts chafing? Somehow
the Bag Balm seems to
give out at about mile
23. Too bad you can't
carry that big green tin
around. But now we
can take a little bit of
that comfort with
us, with Bag Balm
Singles. Looks like a
Gu pak, it's just
enough goop to
soothe a mild case
of epic-ride-butt. It also doubles as
chain lube in a pinch. Makes a GREAT
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Speaking of sore heinies, every manufacturer seems to be coming out with their
own version of the cutout saddle. But this
saddle is different — it uses Swedish
memory foam to
make a custom
saddle just for you!
Sit on the saddle
for a few minutes,
and the warmth of
your buttocks
molds the seat
into just the right
shape for all-day
comfort! Available in soft and firm versions. For a couple extra bucks, you can
get the vibrating model (but they don't
recommend it on technical singletrack).
H2O Direct
The first revolution in hydration was the
CamelBak; the next will be H2O Direct.
What a drag it is to suck on that tiny nipple for fluid sustenance, while panting and
gulping for air
in pursuit of
my hammerhead buddies! But
with H2O
Direct, the
patented
intravenous
delivery system makes
sure the body
is wellhydrated
automatically, without
lifting a bottle. The IV
bag attaches
to a hook on
a hanger post 3 feet above your seat (be
careful of low-lying branches). Carry one
IV bag per hour of riding in a backpack or
a frame pack, and hook 'em up as you ride.
I'm thinking... with the proper prescription, I could conceivably add painkillers
while I'm at it. (Perfect for those 24 hour
races!) Available in saline and citrus blast
flavors.
Forget the nose clippers! With these new
products on the market, I think I'll have no
problem finding just the right gift!

O F F T H E B E AT E N PAT H

Bike Candy: Membership has its Priveleges by John Dudek, Pioneer Valley
Membership has its privilege and one of the
sweetest benefits is being able to travel all
over New England, sampling confections
from other members who know and build
their local trails. On a recent Sunday morning, members from the Pioneer Valley chapter headed up to Lenox Massachusetts to
celebrate services of the Church of the
Rotating Mass in the Berkshire Mountain
Parish.

D. Kennedy State Park These trails were
mostly old access roads and small sections
of single track. Nice trails, but a lot like a
Heresies, your basic candy bar. We decided
to head on our way and were pleasantly surprised to see a few almonds thrown in as we
dropped down the Aspinwall trail. The going
was so nice that we blew by our turn off and
had to turn around to pick up the "purple
ribbon trail". This is when the whole ride
changed. We were treated to a kind piece of

across the peaks of the Berkshire hills. We
knew that it was time to get, and get now.
The return run was made in a blur. Burly pop
rock ORV trails over to a ski area, then a cotton candy slide down a wet grassy ski slope
that brought us back to the single track.
Connecting back through the park, we
dropped back in to the parking lot of the
Arcadian and reward ourselves with a frosty
courtesy of our good friends at Harpoon
Brewery.

Armed only with a road map and the knowledge that there was some
So there it was, four and
great riding and two
Angry storm clouds gathered in the distance, like a herd of a half hours of zaftig sinNEMBA shops in the
rouge elephants dancing on legs of lightning across the peaks of gletrack, empty camelLenox area, this band of
the Berkshire hills
backs and a lot of grins
Mary Cranksters headed
courtesy of our NEMBA
north by northwest up through the postcard
single track that chased over rocks and roots, friends at the Arcadian. Special thanks to
perfect hills and into Lenox. The first sign of
slithered between handlebar width softwood Chris Calvert for the hand drawn maps.
two wheeled activity was a rack of bikes and
Remember, membaship has its privilege, so
stands and hopped and bopped its way
a sign that read " The Arcadian Shop".
across well selected log overs. Quintessential get out there and pull your own taffy. No
Unfortunately, this signs appeared in our
matter where you are in New England you
east coast single track. This stuff was like a
rear view mirror. A tricky weave through the
have NEMBA friends waiting to share their
canolli from a North End pastry shop.
orange barrels brought us back to the front
confections with you.
Leaving the park we transitioned into a road
door. Signs near the parking lot that read
climb up to a mountain bike specific down
"test track" and "to trails" let us know we
hill. The trail
were in the right place.
builders here spared
Once inside the shop we were pleasantly
no expense on the
surprised to find a well stocked outdoor cenfun factor as the
ter with a full service bike shop. Quickly, an
track banked and
associate was asking if he could be of help.
twisted itself about
We explained that we were NEMBA memlike some kind of
bers looking for a ride. Chris, the helpful
hard packed ribbon
salesman, softened instantly, asked what
candy.
kind of time we wanted to spend and then
spent the next 30 minutes giving us detailed Again we climbed
instructions and hand drawn maps for some and climbed, finally
reaching the top at
of the best stuff he knew of in the area.
an abandoned fire
Finally, he handed us his business card and
tower. From here we
said "If you get totally lost, give me a call
could see angry
and we’ll pick you up after work". Wow, all
storm clouds gatherthis from a total stranger?
ing in the distance,
Like I said, membership has its privileges.
like a herd of rouge
We headed out the back door of the shop,
elephants dancing
through the test track and directly in to John on legs of lightning

Bumps?
. . . What Bumps?
The Number One
Suspension Post

603-431-3023
www.use1.com
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The Secret Life of Seatposts by Brion O’Connor, North Shore
It’s a primal fear of every man who tosses a leg
over a mountain bike. Taking an inadvertent spill,
getting smacked where you’re most susceptible,
your innards being churned to oatmeal. Come on,
‘fess up - the first time you shimmied off the back
of your saddle, you were praying "Please,
oh please, no sudden stops." We all
learn to respect the Big Hurt.

my loins).
A little "give" in the rear triangle would be a godsend. So a few
years back I started to drop a few hints about adding another bike,
a full-suspension rig, to the stable. But Lauri, my partner in life,
reminded me that there are broken dishwashers and ceiling fans
that need to be replaced, a living room that’s crying out for furniture, and an attic that desperately needs another layer
of insulation. Sadly, the dual-boinger gets squeezed
out of the limited household funding pie.

And then you’ve got to deal with those annoying garden-variety bumps that take their toll over
time, like riding horseback with the stirrups set too low, the
saddle nicking you with all the subtlety of a Tommy gun.

So here I was at a crossroads, needing more suspension to feed my downhill appetite, but too financially challenged to go for full-out, full-suspension. I
turned my gaze toward more modest means. Several
teammates and the shop crew were sporting suspension
seatposts. I inquired, and the reviews were generally
positive - "Just enough to take the edge off the big
hits," "You hardly notice it, but it’s there when you
need it." You get the gist.

Still, if you’re anything like me, you want your cake. I’m at a
peculiar age, not exactly mid-life crisis stuff, but that fuzzy area
when we’re supposed to know better. I’m young enough - early
40s - to have vivid recollections of what I could do fifteen, ten,
even five years ago when my body was more - what? - pliable?
Atop my trusty Cannondale hardtail, I’ve run downhill courses
with the Extreme Games gang at Mount Snow, Vermont, and Gary
Fisher pro Peter Webber at Sugarloaf in Maine, felt the adrenaline
surge and the requisite bruises. That initial rush of ripping off a
white-knuckle downhill has me jonesing for more.

Birthday time rolls around, and I’m angling my wife
toward the bike shop. Lauri is remarkably tolerant
of my cycling habit, knowing that it keeps me in
touch with my "inner child," and she tells me she’s rather
fond of that big, grinning lunkhead. But she can also draw the line.
And Lauri’s line is etched right through any gift list that includes
cycling paraphernalia.

On the other hand, I’ve got more than a few rings around the
trunk. Heck, the first thing I think of when I see serious downhillers sporting all that body armor is Commander Cody (the serial
action hero, not the band). I know going downhill fast is dangerous, and I’ve got all these responsibilities - mortgage and car payments - to worry about. I can ill afford to go flying over the bars
and crush my livelihood (in my case, that would be my hands, not

"I’m not buying you a seatpost," is her succinct reply. Her reasoning is that gifts should be something I wouldn’t ordinarily buy for
myself. And they should be a surprise. Plus, the post is going to
cost about $100, and Lauri either can’t or is unwilling to grasp
why a "simple metal tube with a rubber bumper" is so expensive

FAT BEAT
You Can Beat ‘Em, You Can Join ‘Em
It took two great companies to develop the new Merlin Fat Beat.
Up front, we developed a special frame to accomodate a Fatty
Headshok, Cannondale’s innovative, lightweight suspension
system. On the back, we incorporated the best rear suspension
system available: the Moots YBBeat. And in the middle?
It’s all Merlin. And it’s all the rage.
40 Smith Place, Cambridge, MA 02138
617-661-6688 www.merlinbike.com
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(in all fairness, she had the same reaction to my $90 Giro, as in
"There are plenty of perfectly good helmets out there for under
$50").
I opt for the high road. I tell her the post retails for $130, and the
guys at the shop are giving me a great deal. Plus, this is something
I really, really want, and can’t justify buying otherwise. Lauri tells
me she’ll take my arguments under advisement. I’m not encouraged.
The next Monday I go strolling into work, only to find a colleague
slumped at his desk, head in hands. This colleague, a newcomer to
the mountain biking ranks after buying his first rig, is typically a
jovial sort. Today, however, his mood is somber. He looks up and
asks, "Have you seen today’s Globe?"
That day the Boston Globe’s Health section featured an article,
"Cycling’s downside for males." The accompanying cartoon is an
eye-catcher, some poor sap crunching his privates on his top tube.
The article reiterated many of the points already addressed in
numerous cycling mags about the deleterious effects of sharp
impact injuries and "chronic perineal compression" from spending
too much time in the saddle (such as impotence). My colleague
was in a funk. Apparently, he wasn’t the only one.
Cycling buddies throughout the Boston area were finding the Globe
article dropped anonymously on their desks, taped to their doors
or surreptitiously mailed to them in unmarked manila envelopes.
Though I suspect most of these mysterious postings were the work
of jealous, overweight co-workers, my compatriots showed signs
of taking the warnings seriously.
Who could blame them? Quoting that noted cycling enthusiast, Dr.
Irwin Goldstein, a Boston-based urologist, the article relates grisly
tales of crushed urethras and inflamed perineums. The Globe
reporter details one solution for those severely injured - penile
implant surgery - where patients can still manage an erection
through the use of a small pump and some saline solution. To wrap
things up on a positive note, the article suggests cyclists requiring
an implant could take comfort in Goldstein’s words that a guy, following surgery, can become a veritable "bionic man - he can be
drunk, tired, cold - nothing can stop him." Some of my friends
think this is an intriguing idea. Most just get an uncomfortable
ache in their gut.
I see only opportunity. The Globe’s article included a number of
suggestions - such as proper bike fit and gel saddles - to prevent
these dire consequences. And although the suspension seatpost
isn’t mentioned specifically, I knew the idea of personal protection
would appeal to Lauri’s well-honed sense of procreation.

"Honey, think about the kids we want to have," I plead. "This isn’t
for me, it’s for them."
An added, unexpected assist came from our parents. The first to
weigh in is my mother-in-law, Diane, perhaps the only person who
wants us to have a baby more than Lauri. She sends along a copy
of an article, "Cycling’s downside," from the local paper in
Lawrence, Kansas. It is, of course, a reprint of the Globe article
sent out on the wire services. No doubt Diane was thinking of that
rueful afternoon some three years ago, when I brought her husband, Richard, home from the hospital after a little off-road
mishap.
Richard, a fit man, wanted to give mountain biking a spin. I was
more than happy to oblige, retrofitting Lauri’s sturdy steed to complement her dad’s six-foot, four-inch frame. We headed off with
another friend on some wooded trails near my home. The ride,
however, was cut short when Richard, following my friend, tried to
scoot over a suspended log. The log gave way, the front wheel
tweaked hard right, and Richard slid right off his saddle into the
handlebar end with enough force to push metal through the grips.
The emergency room doctor told Richard he was a lucky man, having just missed his femoral artery. I’m sure Diane still has nightmares of her husband sitting out in my backyard, a large ice pack
pressed against his groin.
The same day that Diane’s "care package" arrived, my mom, a former nurse who already has seven grandchildren and just might be
thinking about my own well-being as well as that of my off-spring,
calls from New Hampshire. "Um, dear, you still read the Globe,
right? Did you happen to see that article ..."
Not 24 hours later my wife, with a gleam in her eye I’m not sure
I’d ever seen before, hauls me down to the shop and gleefully
shells out 100 clams for the new post. "It’s the best hundred bucks
I ever spent," she tells friends, to my unending embarrassment.
The result? I’m loving the new post, especially on the rocky singletrack here on Boston’s North Shore and on the hills up north.
Lauri’s pregnancy test just months after my birthday came back
positive, and nine months later I got the birthday present of a lifetime - a healthy, happy baby girl. I’m already devising schemes
that will allow me to keep riding while I hold down the day job and
enter the brave new world of parenthood, foregoing the full-suspension rig for a crib, formula, diapers and, ultimately, a baby trailer.
So if you’re looking for an endorsement, I give the suspension seatpost a hearty "thumbs up." My wife, I’m certain, will be far more
enthusiastic.
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MORE PLACES TO RIDE

Connecticut’s Tyler Mill Run by Paul Angiolillo, Greater Boston
The Tyler Mill area is a large stand of woods in the
midst of farmland. Many mountain bikers come here
just to tackle the winding, rolling singletrack trails in
the southern part of this compact area. Actually, it's
more like a single "ribbon" twisting through the
woodscape which makes it easy to follow. Although
this popular trail which is the site of an annual mountain bike race isn't much longer than 4 miles, it can
seem to go on forever.
This ride begins and ends with 1.5 miles of warm-up
and cool-down on double-track trails through fields
and woods. To reach the singletrack trails, cross a
bridge over the Muddy River, where a mill once stood
now a local hangout. To do only the singletrack trails,
park along the roads approaching the bridge (Tyler
Mill Road and Maltby Lane).
There are more trails in the woods to the west of this
ride. They're unmapped, though, so you might want
to hook up with a local rider to familiarize yourself
with them. On the other hand, it's a fairly compact
area, so if you don't mind doing a bit of road-riding,
you might try exploring and seeing where you come
out.
General location: The town of Wallingford, just off
Interstate 91, about 12 miles north of New Haven.
Elevation change: There is one short, steep climb
near the beginning of the ride from the northern railhead, and some more gradual climbs and descents
through the rest of the ride. The singletrack “ribbon”
at the southern end has many short climbs and
descents on it.
Seasons: Summer and fall are best for riding.
Services: Services are available in the center of
Wallingford, a few miles west of the ride. An active
mountain bike shop is North Haven Bike on U.S.
Highway 5 in North Haven.
Hazards: The singletrack trails at the southern end
are very narrow, with trees on either side—stay in
control of your bike. Be sure to do the loop in the direction on the
map to avoid collisions.

NEMBA member and guidebook writer, Paul Angiolillo’s updated 1999 edition of Mountain Biking Southern New England
(Falcon Press) reviews 61 riding areas in Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Rhode Island (all for just $12.95).

Rescue index: At most you will be about I mile from
assistance.

Paul is gracious enough to give us a taste of his new book,
saying “I still can't get over those guys at Falcon Press
using the same cover for this brand-new edition that
appeared on Mountain Biking Northern New England
back in 1990! Oops. One minor consolation: they
promised to replace it as soon as the first printing
(2,500) sells out!

Land status: Trails and roads managed by the town of
Wallingford.
Maps: You might be able to get a "Dooley's Run" race map from
the Parks Department in Wallingford. There is no "official" map of
this area, and some of the trails are not mapped at all. You might
also find a map at the New England Mountain Bike Association
web site, www.nemba.org.
Finding the trail: From the south, take Exit 14 on 1-91
(Woodhouse Avenue/Wallingford). Turn left and then turn right at
the light onto South Airline Road. At the next light, turn right
onto East Center Street, cross 1-91, and soon look for the large
Vietnam Veterans Field on the right. Turn right and ride to the
parking area. From the north, take Exit 14 on 1-91, and turn left
onto East Center Street, cross 1-91 and railroad tracks, and watch
for the traiihead soon on the right.

Gotta get over it...After all, inside it's still a decent work: 6 defunct
rides eliminated, 10 new ones, like huge Pittsfield State Forest, secluded
Mt. Holyoke State Forest, fun, convenient Stow Town Forest (for the
Boston-area crowd), exhilirating, single-track Tyler Mill Run (Wallingford
CT), rugged West Ridge Rock State Park (New Haven CT). Not to mention
the sorely needed changes to rides in Upton, Leominster, and Martha's
Vineyard.”
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Sources of additional information: The Connecticut Chapter of
the New England Mountain Bike Association.

Hey, NEMBA Members!

Notes on the trail: From the Vietnam Veterans Field parking area,
three trails fan out. The far left one begins a challenging loop, created by local mountain bikers, which eventually reconnects with the
main north-south trail. The far-right trail is where this ride will
come out.

Get Connected!
NEMBA’s Email lists!
NEMBA now has numerous emails lists for all mountain bikers
who want to hook up for rides, talk bikes and keep abreast of
the latest NEMBA happenings. Hundreds of mountain bikers
are now subscribed, and the lists are growing everyday. Joining
the lists is a perfect way for you to meet other mountain bikers
and check out new trails! Join online at www.nemba.org by
clicking on "Email Lists." Here's the line up:

Taking the center trail, you climb through a field and into the
woods. Fork right and stay on the main trail, until it reaches
unpaved Tamarac Swamp Road, after about 0.4 mile. Turn left on
the road and after about 100 yards, look for a trail on the right, just
before the road veers left. After another 0.3
mile, you will pass a short connector trail
on the right, which leads to other trails.

berkshires@nemba.org
blackstone@nemba.org
capecod@nemba.org
ctnemba@nemba.org
mtb-boston@nemba.org
mtb-ri@nemba.org
seacoast@nemba.org
semass@nemba.org
wachusett@nemba.org
whitemountains@nemba.org
women@nemba.org

Continuing southward, you reach Tyler Mill
Road at a campfire site—a local hangout.
Turn right on the road, cross the bridge,
climb for just a short distance, and turn
sharply left onto unpaved Maltby Lane.
Now look for a singletrack traiihead on the
right, after about 0.1 mile, as you're climbing. This winding trail will come out on
Tyler Mill Road. Turn right and pick up
another traiihead on the left.
After rolling up and down in the woods on this trail, you will end
up looping back to Tyler Mill Road. (You can turn back into the
woods at this point to take more trails, but they are not mapped.)
Otherwise, turn left onto the road and retrace your route back to
Tamarac Swamp Road.

Subscribe at WWW.NEMBA.ORG

Turn left on Tamarac Swamp Road—passing the trailhead where you
came out in the other direction—climb, and just before the road
becomes paved, look for a traiihead into a field on the right
(between small boulders). Turn right and follow this trail back to
the parking area.
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On the Trail with Merlin’s Fat Beat
It was not long ago that I was a young hard core mountain biker
that wanted the best performance possible from a bike. At that
time I bought a stiff aluminum frame bike with all the high chi
equipment. This bike was great! Fast turning, quick acceleration
and precise in thigh singletrack. Three year of hard riding, racing
and the compression of my lower vertebra, my opinion changed. I
was still a hard core mountain biker, but I was in search of a bike
that would handle just as well as the aluminum bike, but would
allow me to stand up straight after a
hard ride. I had owned a full suspension bike from the early ‘90s that was
a pogo stick with tires that weighed
as much as my Honda 750, and did
not want to go the full suspension route again. I
know that
changes had been
made in full suspension bikes
but was just
not ready for
another
lounge chair
with wheels.
The search
was on.
Enter the
Merlin Fat Beat
At first look the bike looks
like the other bikes in their line, shiny titanium, good lines, great
weld, yada, yada, yada. But at closer inspection you notice the big
change, a little Moots rear suspension thing-a-ma-bob. This suspension unit is tucked in the rear triangle and is so small you don’t
notice it at first glance, probably because unlike other suspension
systems, there are no pivot points. The rear suspension works off
the natural flex of the titanium chain stays. This is matched up
with the perfect marriage of front of the Cannondale Head Shock.
The rest of the components on the bike were made up from the
typical Shimano XTR component gruppo. Together this bike
tipped the scales at less that 23 lbs., not bad for a full boinger!

by Greg Chapman, Berkshires

On the trail.
I have been riding the Fat Beat now for the majority of the summer
and just have one thing to say, WOW! The bike is just what a 40
going on 16 year old hard riding mountain biker needs. The bike
handles the New England singletrack with ease; one adjustment I
had to make was to use more steering and less bike angulation
when cornering at speed. This is a common difference between
aluminum and more compliant frame materials. I’m pleased with
the precise steering that came from the front
Head Shock. This seemed much more precise than the independent leg action that
traditional shocks have. Climbing was a
pleasant surprise; I envisioned a bobbing
rear end while pushing the middle
ring up the hills, but not so
with the Moots rear end.
While there was
some movement,
it was unnoticeable to me, the
rear wheel just bit
and up I went.
Down hills were
fantastic, while it
was not the
downhill ride of a
full-blown suspension
bike with 4" of travel,
the 1.5 inches of travel
took the edge off and unlike
the aluminum rocket my fillings were still intact in my mouth. The
most pleasant surprise was after my first race on the Fat Beat, a
two and a half-hour monster, my posture was upright not
hunched over like Cro-Magnon Man.
Final Thoughts
The Merlin Fat Beat is one hell of a great ride—smooth, great handling and just enough rear suspension to take the edge off. I
would recommend this bike to anyone who rides cross-country,
wants a responsive ride but still wants to be able to walk the next
morning.
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Winter Trail Erosion

by Jeffrey Hyland, ASLA with assistance from Don Weir

With winter approaching, we all begin to wonder what we will do
when our favorite property is closed to mountain biking for the
season. The following article is a brief explanation of why the
Massachusetts MDC, and other cities and towns have instituted a
winter closure to cycling.
Erosion occurs to a greater extent during the winter months than
in any other season. It is best to begin with a brief explanation of
the properties of soil. There are many different soil types classified
in New England and they all have different characteristics. The
characteristics of a soil are based on the shape of each individual
particle within its make-up and how they interlock, its moisture
content, its degree of compaction, and the mineral composition of
the soil. Individual soil particles are held together through internal
friction, cohesion and electrical charges between minerals. This
property —called shear strength— is the measurement of a soil’s
ability to keep its particles bound to one another.
For the purpose of discussing the impact of recreational trail use
on soils, I will focus primarily on the effects of excess water within
a soil strata. When excess water is present in a soil it affects the
soil particle’s ability to bind and actually works as a lubricant
decreasing the soil’s shear strength. During warm seasons when
rain falls on a trail it percolates through the soil spending little or

no time between the soil particles within the upper strata of the
soil or it evaporates from the surface. However, in the winter
when a frost layer is present below a thawed layer percolation is
virtually eliminated. As a result, excess water has no where to go.
Eventually the soil becomes saturated, reducing its natural shear
strength, and making it very prone to erosion.
We all know that this situation does not occur every day during
the winter. So why are the trails closed all winter and not just on
days when trail conditions are sensitive? There are two reasons
why daily closures are not found to be effective. First, the only
protection soil has in the winter time is cover, such as vegetation
or leaf litter. Leaf litter cover works as a matting to slow water
flow and helps insulate the soil from repeated freezing and thawing cycles. Vegetation slows water flow and helps anchor soils.
When trails are used by large numbers of people the natural leaf
litter is brushed away and the dormant tread vegetation is damaged. Second, most land managers have found that winter closures to cycling are the easiest and most cost effective way to
remove the largest trail user group from the equation and most do
not have the personnel equipped to maintain the trails for year
round use.

Corniest X-mas Joke of the Season
At last Summer’s Pedrofest a well known local mountain biker was
taking part in the trivia contest. First prize was an all expense paid
trip to Moab, Crested Butte, Durango and New Mexico’s Enchanted
Circle. The quizmaster asked the rider, "Name two of Santa’s reindeer." The rider immediately replied, "Rudolph and Olive". The audience groaned…… And the quizmaster said, "I’m sorry, Rudolph is
correct, but Olive is wrong." The rider, becoming somewhat indignant, and knowing, knowing for certain, that Olive was in fact one of
Santa’s reindeer said, "Olive is one of Santa’s reindeer! Don’t you
remember the song?" And with that he began singing…
Rudolph the red nosed reindeer,
Had a very shiny nose,
And if you ever saw it,
You would say it really glows,
Olive the other reindeer…

The Trail Maintainer’s Prayer
Our Father
Which Art on Trail
Mountain Bike be thy game.
To thy trailheads we come,
Thy maintenance to be done,
On doubletrack as it is on singletrack.
Give us this day our daily ride,
And forgive us our trail damage
As we forgive those who aren’t here to lend a hand.
And lead us not onto illegal singletrack,
But deliver us from the tree huggers.
For Thine is the knobby, the Suspension,
And the bike shorts forvever, Amen.
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Tired of Short Races? The Shenandoah 100 Miler is for You

by Jennifer Miller, Seven Cycles

How much do you love mountain biking? Enough to drive ten
hours, sleep on the ground, then when a maniac in a pickup truck
roars through your camp site at 5:15 am, blasting his horn incessantly, could you shed your warm sleeping bag in the cold and
dark to go out and race 100 hilly miles through the Virginia backcountry?
On October 2, 1999, the strength of my love was revealed to me
during the first annual Shenandoah Mountain 100, which was
put on by the kind folks at the Shenandoah Mountain Touring
Center of Harrisonburg, Virginia. These guys really know what
they’re doing. Imagine the logistics associated with putting on a
100 mile, single-lap mountain bike race through endless national
forest, with over 12,000 feet of climbing, more than forty miles of
technical single track, about a dozen river crossings, and six wellstocked aid-stations supported by some of the friendliest and
most helpful people you will ever have the pleasure of meeting.
Imagine having the time of your life, too.
One hundred and twenty mountain bike junkies gathered for roll
call in a dewy field, with only the vaguest hint of a sunrise on the
horizon. All present and accounted for, we rolled out into the
chilly dawn, fueled by anticipation of the slow unveiling of the
unknown.
I kept telling myself that I wasn’t really racing: just fixed on finishing and enjoying the spectacular scenery. But when a welltimed Coke at about mile 60 gave me a boost strong enough to get
away from the third place women, who I had just overcome,
everything changed. Though I never saw her again, the thought of
her behind me fueled the last forty miles.
We all know that the mountain bike is a great way to explore this
wonderful planet. But sit on the bike long enough, say eight to
twelve hours, and you may discover some remote, uncharted corner of your being. (Don’t look away, though you may not like
what you see.)
Some time after check point 5, which sat atop a 9-mile climb at
mile 75, I started to convince myself that I took a wrong turn and
was now lost. At first the thought just pissed me off because my
hopes of a strong finish would be threatened. I thought of backtracking, but that went against the race mentality I had recently
adopted. My anger turned into mild panic.

Just then, a voice coming from one of those remote places whispered, "This is all part of the test. " I continued to ride along, contemplating these words. What if I were really lost? What if it got
dark and cold and I had to spend the night in the mountains without food, shelter or warm clothing? Would I perish, weak and
alone, or would I be one of those miraculous survival stories and
emerge stronger than before?
Okay, so I’ll never know. In a few minutes I came upon a fellow
racer resting against a tree, which was donned by a bright orange
trail marker. I greeted the racer zealously, and he waved me on
saying, " Just taking in the view."
The race finished right back where it started. There was a gong at
the line, which racers were expected to sound upon their arrival.
After 11 hours, I banged it good and hard. The sight of a barbecue
and four kegs appeared before me like an oasis.
Throughout the evening and well into the night, the gong
announced the arrival of other finishers. Everyone would cheer at
the sight of them, all blurry eyed and smiling. The last racer came
in at day break, I hear. He was smiling, too.

978.468.1301

Supporting Trail Advocacy on the North Shore
Info on Some of the Greatest Riding Around!
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A Trail-worthy Tool Kit by Charlie Beristain, CT NEMBA

Trying to decide what to carry for "tools"
when out for that Sunday afternoon ride? A
few of us that ride a lot have experienced
most types of breakdowns and have developed a kit that handles the majority of the
breakdowns. Here is what to carry:
Minimalist rider/Extreme Optimist:
a) A Pump and Patch Kit for Tubes along
with a "tire iron" for removing/re-installing
the tire. If you don’t have quick releases,
you will need wrenches to remove the
wheels.
Ready for most anything rider:
a) A Pump and Patch Kit for Tubes along
with a "tire iron" for removing/re-installing
the tire AND a fresh tube.
b) Wrenches to adjust brake pads and
cables. (V-brakes need a #5 allen wrench
and a Phillips screw driver. Older style
brakes need a #10 open end or box
wrench).
c) Set of Allen wrenches
d) Flat bladed and Phillips screwdrivers.
e) Chain Removal tool with a few links of
chain.
f) Spoke wrench.
g) Paper clip, tie wraps, tape, and elastic
bands, a piece of the skinwall from an old
tire.
h) First Aid Kit
i)
Cell Phone
j) $10 or $20 bill.
k) Small compass
l)
Loud whistle

General Comments:
Put the tube inside an old sock and put the
tools in another old sock. Cut off any
excess. That way they will not rub and
wear holes in the tube. It also prevents
"rattles"
On two different occasions, a rider lost the
little pin that holds the v-brake pads in
place. A paper clip works as a perfect
replacement.
Tie wraps are used to hold broken pieces in
place long enough to finish the ride.
Tape has many uses. We carry waterproof
first aid tape so it does double duty and is
very good on wet rides. Holds broken
pieces in place long enough to finish the
ride. Some riders wrap some duct tape on
the seat post or elsewhere on the frame.
Rubber bands are for the same reason. All
of these are extremely lightweight, so no
"penalty" for carrying them.
The piece of skinwall
from an old tire is
used to make a temporary patch for a cut
in the tire. Not
unusual to find the
tube bulging out of a
cut in the sidewall.
Put the patch inside
the tire and put a few
pieces of tape on it to
hold it long enough to
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get some air into the tire. This is usually
good enough so you do not have to head
for home, and can finish the ride and is
cheaper than using the $20 bill to cover the
hole.
When some spokes break, sometimes you
can tighten a few of the other spokes
enough so the brakes don’t rub. If that
doesn’t work, then disconnect the brakes
and ride back with only one set of brakes.
The cell phone is for emergencies but is also
handy when running late and have to let
folks know you are still alive and kicking.
Some riders prefer to carry an "all in one"
type tool. The Topek Alien is one example.
It seems to have everything needed.
You can check out more of Charlie’s wisdom online at
http://pages.prodigy.com/CharlieB/log.htm
Thanks to Mark Flynn and Jon Murphy for
their support for this article.

Berkshire NEMBA

President: Mary Tunnicliffe, 413-298-0073, mtunn@berkshire.net
Secretary: Jan Marcotte
The Berkshire Chapter has been quiet and
happy this past year. Our numbers have
increased slightly, and our scheduled workdays
have been productive. We are fortunate to have
good relationships with the DEM, and landowners who allow us to have a great area in which
to ride. There are few conflicts reported, lots of
riding happening, and life is good. It is difficult
to rouse enthusiasm for much other than getting out for a good ride. Our members do rally
for a good cause, especially when the reward is
more riding.
Berkshire NEMBA really rallied around
Pedrosfest. Lots of folk donated their Saturday
mornings to clean up trails, create new ones,
and get the site ready (and cleaned up after)
was impressive. We also had the assistance of
non-Berkshire riders come in to help out, and
that was most appreciated. In turn, those who
took up rakes and shovels enjoyed free admission for the weekend as Ride Leaders, going out
for rides that they would have taken anyway.
The rides were a success, there were many letters of thanks for the awesome job done by the
Berkshire Chapter and Ride Leaders.
Berkshire members and friends who did trail
work, and Ride Leader work included (apologies
to those not on this list): Rick Blei, Joe Borden,
Greg Chapman, Mark Chenevert, Steve Cowan,
Lindsay Fiero, Terry Fina, Mark Frederick,
Kathleen Halpin, Shaun, Linda and Samantha
Harrison, Bill Hart, Tracy Houle, John Jansen,
Jim Kennedy, Jeff Kellogg, Jennifer Kulpinsky,
Tom Kushi, Rick Lattimer, Betsy Lewis, Heather
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Linscott, Steve Malin, Jan Marcotte, Ed Martin,
Mike Moriarty, Luke Mueller, Matthew Mueller,
Herm Ogulnick, Mark Perotti, Mercedes Pour,
Mike Renni, Pat Rosier, Art Saunders, Paul
Shook, Bill and Lisa Sigsworth, Theo Stein,
Darren Spurlunga, John Tunnicliffe, Dave
Wallace, Gloria Wesley, and Ruth Wheeler.
Thanks to all members who have taken the initiative and organized trail work in their favorite
areas. Ruth Wheeler has been instrumental in
the maintenance of Kennedy Park in Lenox.
Anyone who rides there can appreciate the
clean trails, the singletrack that remains just
that (no go arounds on the Log Hop trail!), and
up to Lenox Mountain trails where she and Cliff
also keep things tidy. Very recently, was the
Hawley State Forest workday, led by Tom
McCrumm. We will all be able to enjoy new
trails out in that beautiful, unspoiled area of
the Berkshire hills thanks to his efforts, along
with those who helped out. It’s worth the drive
to find terrain like this!
There are many of our Berkshire members who
maintain other areas, Beartown, October Mtn.,
Pittsfield, and elsewhere. If a particular area
needs more attention than one person can give,
all you have to do is contact any of the
Berkshire officers! In addition, you may notice
on your email, you have been added to a
Berkshire list regarding all kinds of NEMBA
news. Any input, workdays, NEMBA rides can
be posted so other NEMBA members may join
in. Take advantage of the wired world of
NEMBA!

President: Jeff Gallo, 508-877-2028, gallojp@yahoo.com
Secretary: Anne Shepard

Trail Maintenance Wrap-up
This year's events well exceeded our expectations. Our chapter was able to organize seven
successful events. We built bridges, new trails,
and even learned how to construct a bombproof switch back (many thanks to the IMBA
Trail Care Crew). We replaced trails lost to
expanding residential developments and rerouted others too badly damaged to repair.
Our successes could not have been achieved
without the dedication of individuals such as
Andy Thompson, Mitch Steinberg, Anne
Shepard, and David Freed. Organizing a trail
maintenance event requires a significant
amount of time and effort. Let me take this
opportunity to personally thank you and
extend the thanks of all Blackstone Valley
members. Special thanks to those of you who
volunteered more than your share of time: Lou
D'Amico, Peter Taylor, and Rich Kordell to mention only a few.
If you didn't get a chance to join us on the
trails this year, don't worry. We plan to have a
full schedule of events in the spring and fall for
2000.

Merlin Trail Maintenance Series raffle

Vice-President: Herm Olgunick
Treasurer: Rex Channell
This Chapter report must also include a note
about our bank account. We are fortunate to
have a healthy balance in the bank: rebates
sent from our regional treasurer, and money
sent from our participation at Pedro’s Festival
most notably. A quick vote from the officers
was taken to assist the Cape Cod and the
Islands Chapter with $100 towards a huge project they are starting with AmeriCorps volunteers to protect wetlands on the Cape. It would
be great to get a list of worthwhile projects in
our own region that need funds to make it happen. Another appeal, then, to anyone who
would like a bridge installed, or gravel dumped,
or a gate to protect public trails...Please let us
know and we’ll evaluate the situation and bring
it to a meeting.
Speaking of a meeting...there will be an official
Berkshire Chapter meeting after the holidays.
Keep your eyes open for an announcement.
Thanks again to all the active members, and
those active behind the scenes, for keeping the
trails open and fun. —Mary Tunnicliffe

Vice-Presidents: Andy Thompson & Gary Whittemore
Treasurer: Mitch Steinberg

If you didn't make it out to one of B.V.s trail
events well then you are out of luck. The final
list of entrants has been submitted to NEMBA
central. If you get a phone call from our executive director Philip Keyes, you will most likely
be riding a new Merlin titanium bike come
spring.

NEMBA/EFTA Funrides
Two great organizations have teamed up to create a series of funrides throughout New
England. EFTA funrides consist of great riding
for all levels on meticulously chosen and
marked courses. There are raffles, food, clinics
and lots more. These events have been tremendously popular with EFTA members. I encourage all our members to take advantage of this
series. Blackstone Valley hopes to host an
EFTA/NEMBA event for 2000 so keep your eyes
on SingleTracks.

Land Access Raffle Winner
Andy Thompson of Blackstone Valley won the
second prize in the land access raffle. Andy
took home a really trick wheelset worth some
big $$$$$. Congratulations and keep trying,
you'll win that frame yet. Interested in purchasing a raffle ticket? Drop me a line and I'll put
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you a the top of the list for the 2000 raffle.

We're Still Riding
Don't let that bike collect dust. Just because
the days have grown shorter and a bit cooler
doesn't mean you can't enjoy the trails on your
bike. There is plenty of good riding left yet.
Many Blackstone Valley members ride almost
every weekend throughout the winter. Great
riding can be had on frozen dirt trails if not in
your own back yard, then head south for about
45 miles. Our neighbors to the south enjoy the
trails of Miles Standish, Otis, and the like all
year round. Check out the ride list or simply
drop me a line and I'll hook you up. —Jeff Gallo

Cape Cod and Islands NEMBA

President: Charlie Genatossio, 508-477-4936,cgenatossio@webtv.net
Secretary: Ellin Boorus
It's that time of year again, time to review,
reflect, and resolve. Not always an easy task if
you take yourself way too seriously. In fact with
each passing year, it's too easy to ask yourself,
"Self...what have I truly accomplished? In the
big scheme of things, what will my contribution to this world be?" Whoaaaaa!!! This article
has the potential to become sober, sickly sentimental, and over-philosophical... And I refuse
to go there!
Hey! It's a fact!! We can't all save the world!!!
But we can sure be proud we belong to a great
group of individuals who are making positive
steps towards saving a small slice of it. Cape
and Islands NEMBA, now entering it's fourth
year, has taken some tremendous steps forward
in 1999, and the future only looks brighter.
Our accomplishments? We planned and produced a triumphant mountain bike festival, had
several successful maintenance events that
prove just how trail savvy we have become, and
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have established new positive relationships
with our local land managers in the towns of
Bourne and Sandwich, while further developing
the good vibes we share with Barnstable. All
that and we still managed to fit in weekly mega
fun rides, that habitually lead to impromptu
parties, with good friends, and where belly
aching laughter abounds. Life doesn't get much
sweeter!
A chapter resolution? I'd like to say, lets just
keep doing what we're doing, cuz it's working!
But that would be gettin the old keista too
comfy on a gel packed saddle! So here's the plan
for 2000... Lets DOUBLE our membership!
Resolutions should be realistic, so keeping this
in mind, if each one of our current members
were to bring in 1 new member, this goal could
be realized. Mentor that new member, ride the
trails together, and encourage their participation. And then you too, will have helped to
strengthen our chapter, which will ultimately

President: Brian Smith, 860-676-9721, bnemba@home.com
Secretary: Joe Ortoleva
CT NEMBA Website: http://members.aol.com/joeorto/index.html
Email: ctnemba@nemba.org
You can read about, if you haven’t already, the
Second Annual NEMBA Fall Fiesta elsewhere in
this issue. Two other events on the recent CT
NEMBA calendar that you may or may not have
heard about certainly deserve mention, as they
are both destined to become integral in our
future. The first brought national support and
local partnership to the Connecticut Expo
Center in Hartford on October 16th for the first
VELOSWAP outside of Colorado, where it has
been a burgeoning success for the last 13 years.
Bringing the show to Hartford was the brainchild of Kurt Freiburg, who had the idea after a
visit to the well-established Colorado swap.
VeloSwap is open to informational exhibitors in
the bike industry (including bicycle, component
and clothing manufacturers, tour operators,
mountain resorts, bike clubs, etc.), along with
individual and business vendors to sell, swap
and buy cycling merchandise. VeloSwap New
England will raise funds and awareness for nonprofit cycling-related organizations including
the Connecticut Bicycle Coalition, the
Connecticut Bicycle Racing Association and
CT/New England Mountain Bicycling
Association. After VeloNews meets its costs,
profits are distributed evenly between the three
aforementioned cycling organizations. There
were roughly 1700 attendees to this first CT
VeloSwap. There was no profit this year, and
none was expected, but there are high hopes
for the Swap’s future in Connecticut and
NEMBA’s part in that future.
Lastly, another event that was intentionally
started on a small scale and yet is envisioned
on a rather large one was the MDC’s Recreation
Discovery Day at the West Hartford Reservoir,
September 25th. The Recreation Advisory
Committee conceptualized the event and the

Vice-President: Mitch McCulloch, 508-564-4807
Treasurer: Margaret Moore
help to preserve a little piece of the planet.
What a grand legacy to be part of.

First Ride 2000
Cape and Islands Nemba is co-hosting with
True Wheel Cycles, "First Ride 2000" Our annual member appreciation party/ride/meeting, to
be celebrated on the first day of the millenium,
at the Lakewood Hills Clubhouse, in East
Sandwich. Ride time is 10am, if there is too
much snow to ride, bring your XC skies, and
snowshoes, we'll still have fun. Cookout begins
at 1230pm. Please bring one dish to share,
"your specialty", and everything else is supplied! Directions to Clubhouse- From Sagamore
Bridge, Off Rte 6, bear Right, travel past the
yellow blinking light and take your next Left
onto Kiah's Way, follow through stop sign and
Clubhouse is at the bottom of the hill. See You
There! —Deb McCulloch

Vice-President: John Turchi, turch@snet.net
Treasurer: Rich Fletcher
Address: PO Box 290956, Wethersfield CT 06129-9956

MDC invited, besides CT NEMBA, roller-bladers,
equestrians, hiking representatives, and to
cover road cycling, the CBC. Each group was
supplied a 10’x10’ tent, tables and chairs. The
intent was to have each group encourage etiquette and respect for other users, promote
safety and "acquaint the public with the basic
skills, equipment, etc., required for various
recreational activities…" RDD 2000 will be in
the spring, possibly a two-day event, with
more of a festival atmosphere. We are currently
talking with the unsinkable Mr. Brody about
being a part of it, as well!
So…as the season winds down, I thank all of
the CT NEMBA membership for your support
and enthusiasm; you’ve driven the
chapter to its most successful year yet!
I encourage you to contact any board
member if you’d like to be a part of any
of the events mentioned; we’d love to
have you! —Brian Smith

taming the trail. All the goals were met and
then some; as one team progressed up the trail
cutting away overhang, another team attacked
the fallen wood while a third team cleaned out
water bars, and rebuilt a trail retainer replacing
rotted timber with stone. When this had been
accomplished the group split up into several
teams to address a persistent water / mud
problem which is known locally as "Turch’s
motivation". With the altering of some terrain,
re-directing of a small stream, and trailbed
modification we think the problem is on the
way to being solved, although only time will
tell. This area will undoubtedly be revisited in
the future for continued improvements.

Final Cannondale Trail Day at
Penwood
Saturday, November 6th saw the finale
of NEMBA’s trail maintenance season,
with the final event taking place at
Penwood State forest. Many thanks to
the ten people who showed up to
make this final event a success. The
day’s participants ranged from seasoned veterans and trail bosses, to first timers
with ages ranging from 23 to 62. After coffee
and doughnuts the attack began.
Our goals for the event were to remove some
major fallen wood, clear overhanging growth,
and address some serious standing water problems. This was to be attempted without over-
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Those who participated are: Peter Polack, Alex
Sokolow, John Riley, Scott Pape, Jeff
Zimmermann, Janene Liston, Chris Warren,
Matt Myers, Don Myers, and Joe Simonetta.
The drawing for the bike will take place shortly
after John Turch returns from his vacation on
November 18th. — Eugene J Kulak

Greater Boston NEMBA

President: Bob Croston, 617-782-5720, rac@kauppforte.com
Secretary: Colleen Haggerty
Email: Eastma@nemba.org

Greater Boston-Harpoon Ride and BBQ
The day dawned cloudy and rainy with thundershowers rolling in around 8:00am. Plenty of
time before I am descended on by as many as
200 people. The rain finally blows over and it is
time to head to Great Brook for the first of our
3-phase day, the maintenance day.
We were really hoping for a big turn out to help
us cut a new single track loop and were not
disappointed, 30 people turned out to wield
rakes, loppers, picks, shovels, chain saws and
any other tool that was handy. By this time the
hostess was a little calmer, the rain had
stopped.
I arranged for lunch to be delivered to the work
site, so no one had to travel too far to pig out
on the pizza that would help fuel them to finish the project. By now the hostess was start-

Vice-President: Michael Good, teamgp@aol.com
Treasurer: Scott Briere
Meetings: 3rd Wednesday of each month

ing to feel that we would have a great day. We
finished up the new loop and headed back to
the barn to hook up with those people coming
to take part in phase 2, the ride.
When we got back to the barn it did not look
like we were going to have that many people
attend the ride. Then the cars started rolling in
and we tried to get a head count. By the time
the take-no-prisoners ride was pulling out of
the parking lot we had about 140 people. The
rides left one after the other with leaders and
their sweep people in tow. Once all the rides
were away it was time for the hostess to head
back home and prepare for phase 3, the party.
Back at the home front the port-o-potties were
in place, the grills were turned on, and all that
was missing were the people and the BEER!!!!!
Slowly the rider’s started coming in. Everyone
was hungry and the hostess’ able helper’s sug-

gested we start with the leftover pizza, as a
warm up before burgers and dogs. By the time
most of the rider’s were back there still was no
beer but the burgers and dogs were rolling off
the grill thanks to the hostess’ "helping hand’s".
Finally the epic ride returned complete with the
beer, now the party was really rolling. The
hostess was running around trying to be sure
all of the guests were well fed and that no one
lacked for anything. Many compliments were
handed out and many thanks from the hostess
to her "helping hand’s" were passed along. All
in all a most enjoyable day.
Now the hostess will start planning for next
year, we can call it NEMBA/Harpoon II. So for
those of you who missed it plan to make it next
year and for those of you who did attend I am
glad everyone had a great time. —Colleen
Haggerty

Merrimack Valley NEMBA

President: Mark Bialas,, 978-452-1590, rush@netway.com
Vice-President: Norman Blanchette, 978-453-9212, nblanchette@mediaone.net

North Shore NEMBA

President: Dan Streeter, 978-462-4605, dwstr@shore.net
Secretary: Dan Walsh
Our fall schedule was well attended and a lot
was accomplished.
The IMBA TCC showed us some trail maintenance skills in their September visit to
Chebacco Woods, but a more importantly they
helped us search for solutions to a number of
advocacy and political issues. The diverse group
included a bike shop owner, the Manchester
Con Comm agent, the land manager for a local
land trust, and several interested local members. Unfortunately, the management committee for this area did not attend as hoped, but
we hope that with an ongoing dialogue, the
management here will continue to welcome
bicycles and view our organization as a
resource for trail maintenance.
Ten chapter members came to a Bald Hill
Reservation work party to undertake two projects. One group attended to drainage improve-

Treasurer: Hugh Folsom

Vice-President: Joe Dizazzo

ment on a steep trail section until they were
attacked by ground bees and forced into retreat.
This is an uncommon but definitely painful
hazard of trailwork. The second project was the
construction of several hundred yards of singletrack as a reroute around a lengthy mudhole.
Check it out (off main doubletrack just S and E
of trail marker #8), it's a fun piece of trail.
The bridge construction at Harold Parker State
Forest funded by a $1000 NRTA grant was the
biggest project that the chapter has undertaken
to date. With good planning and with plenty of
help (18 hammering nails not trails), the very
substantial 4' x 36' x 3' high bridge was
installed in 3 hours. The North Andover Trails
Committee was impressed enough to ask for
design details so that they might use the same
type of structure elsewhere in the town.
Our spring bridge building at Charles Ward
Reservation received
notice in the Friends of
Ward Reservation
newsletter including a
photo. ".NEMBA members frequently ride on
the Reservation and
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have invariably been thoughtful of the property
and, when the need arose, have helped with
problems like fallen trees."
Thanks goes out to all who volunteered their
time at this years events. Not to diminish the
important work of all who helped or to sleight
the many "regulars", those who came to every
event this year deserve special mention - Joe
Dizazzo, Bob Hicks, Ron Corporon, and Jim
Pizza. Additional kudos to Bob Hicks for his
organization and design of the two bridge projects.
Future considerations
The year 2000 is near. Election of new officers,
a trail maintenance program which builds on
this years successes, potential areas where
grants applications may be needed, participation in the NEMBA/EFTA Fun Ride Series are a
few of the items that need our attention as we
plan for the new year. Please consider taking an
active part in the planning process at upcoming
chapter meetings. You know where are attention is most needed. —Dan Streeter

Pioneer Valley NEMBA

President: John Dudek, 413-772-0496
Secretary: Greg Coccoluto
17 Pleasant St. Greenfield Ma. 01301

PV NEMBA hosts EFTA Race
Pioneer Valley NEMBA hosted an EFTA sanctioned mountain bike race on Saturday,
September 26th at Outlook Farm in
Westhampton, MA. The 3 1/2 mile course
included about a mile of new single track, part
of which was cut at a P.V. work day on July
31st. The course was definitely challenging, but
fun, and packed a lot in a relatively short distance. A few wet areas made for some serious
mudholes but most racers seemed to enjoy it.
The weather was perfect, and although the
attendance was lower than we had hoped for about 80 - the race was still a success. Winners
were rewarded with medals and great prizes
donated by Competitive Edge and Seven Cycles.
Also there were Bruce Homstead from Shaklee
and Massage Therapist John Power.
Brad and Erin Morse, owners of Outlook Farm,
hosted the event and provided great muffins
and cookies for the hungry racers. Their farm is
located on the top of a hill overlooking the
Holyoke range and was a spectacular venue for
this fall event.

Vice-President: Rich LaBombard, 413-527-7427
Treasurer: Russ Benson
Email: shaysmba@juno.com
After paying expenses, we raised $344.00 for
our chapter. No plans yet for the money, but
there are plenty of projects which will be given
some thought over the winter months. Some
ideas I have are.... perhaps a new single track
trail at the D.A.R. in Goshen, some bridges in
the Skinner State Park and maybe a trail project
at Mt. Tom. Anyone with thoughts for other
projects in the Pioneer Valley, please give me a
call!
Putting on a race is a lot of work and thanks go
to all of those who helped. And, while plans are
still up in the air.....there is the possibility we
may try for a Sunday race next year. —Rich
LaBombard

Burrito Cross
For the fourth year we were pleased to represent the Valley chapter at the Palmer
Cyclocross and Bike Swap. This is a great day of
competition and bartering. This event always
provides a plethora of exciting racing, bloody
crashes and the chance to score some great
bargains.

We use this venue to have a burrito and beverage sale to raise money for our chapter projects. Although the attendance was down some
this year and the warm weather kept many
spectators out side and away from our booth,
we were able to clear one hundred and fifty dollars to put in to our trails. We have several projects on the burner for the spring, but we are
always looking for people who would like to
lead projects in their favorite riding areas.
Please contact us if you have a project in mind
and we will help make it a rality in any way we
can.
If you haven't checked out the masochistic
world of Cyclocross or if your still trying to find
a DX derailleur or a Bridgestone MB frame then
this is a great event that provides an entire day
of bike fun. We would like to thank JD, Matt,
Team Douglas and the others involved in the
promotion of this event for making Pioneer
NEMBA the exclusive food vender and for supplying us with the booth space free of charge.
We appreciate all your support! —John Dudek

Rhode Island NEMBA

President: Jim Grimley, 401-782-0162, RINEMBA@aol.com
Vice-President: Tina Hopkins, vcycles@efortress.com
Secretary: MaryAnn Martinez
Treasurer: Sara McEntee
RI NEMBA Website: http://members.aol.com/rinemba99/RINEMBA.htm
On September 18, 1999 the IMBA trail crew joined RI-NEMBA to build a
bridge in Arcadia. Jan and Mike commented that this was the smoothest
bridge project they have ever done. A huge thanks go to Mike and Jan for
helping and for their useful advice on Trail Maintenance. We hope that we
can some day implement their suggestions. Thanks also go to Jim, Sara,
Ron, Tina and Mike for showing up and helping. Thanks to Randy for prefabbing the bridge and to Victory Cycles for donating the wood to build it.

RI-NEMBA REMINDER: 200" OF BLAZE ORANGE IS REQUIRED TO RIDE
IN ARCADIA AND OTHER RI MANAGEMENT AREAS FROM NOW UNTIL
THE LAST DAY OF FEBRUARY.
—Tina Hopkins
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Seacoast NEMBA

President: Jason Record, 603-742-9462, jrrecord@concentric.net Vice-President: Len Earnshaw, learnsha@vanstar.com
Secretary: Charles Purwin
Treasurer: David Heath
SNEMBA Website: http://jblair.ne.mediaone.net/

Business First
Whoa, where did the time go? It’s down to the
Singletracks submission deadline; I just got my
email system working and its 1:00 am on
Monday!
Back to business, presently we are short staffed
in the southern NH area.
"What can I do to help out", you ask? I’m glad
you brought it up, our chapter is looking for
Trail Ambassadors. In this role we are looking
for people that ride in a particular area and get
to know that area well. The Trail Ambassador’s
duty is to identify areas that require trail maintenance and notify the Chapter to schedule a
trail workday. "C’mon, it can’t be that easy, I
can think of 5 spots in my favorite riding area
right now". That’s basically all there is to it, we
provide the tools, support and assist in publicizing the event. All you have to do is have
your riding buds and anybody else you can
muster, help us on the trail day and budda-bing
budda-boom in no time the work is done and
we are all riding again.

Our Chapter is also looking for a couple of individuals that would like to be involved with the
direction of Mountain Biking in our area by
becoming an SNEMBA officer. Give me a call if
you feel you may be interested and we can discuss the details and estimated time commitment.

here, but don’t let the dropping temps slow
down your outdoor activity. When the conditions are right cycling on snowmobile trails is
great fun! If the snow is too soft for cycling,
then go cross-country skiing, and if it’s too
deep for skiing then jump on a pair of snowshoes and go exploring!

Trail Mix

No couch potatoes allowed!

The Fall SNEMBA/Ted Wojcik Trail Maintenance
Series is complete. We accomplished a lot
with the help of a few new faces. We built
some new trails and maintained many more in
the Southern NH area.

Start Fresh

Our biggest projects were at Bear Brook,
Pawtuckaway, and Fort Rock in Exeter. We are
looking to expand our involvement at these
areas and also branch out to other locations.
Give me a call if you know of other locations
that require maintenance.

Naughty but Nice

I am always happy to host a beginner or intermediate ride (with or without snow), crosscountry ski or snowshoe trek for anyone who is
interested.
Anyone interested in initiating an event can
contact me at 603-895-6633.

Happy Trails
The Fall/Winter season is a great time to ride,
ski and snowshoe. Explore the possibilities! —
Len Earnshaw

The weather is changing and snow will soon be

Southeast MA NEMBA

President: Christie Lawyer, 508-279-2707 mtbher@aol.com
Treasurer: Bill Boles, 508-583-0067, nembabill@yahoo.com
Secretary: Eero Kola
V.P Freetown, Dennis Lewis
V.P Wompatuck, Paul Peasley V.P F
VP Foxboro, Dan Ibbitson V.P. Wrentham, Kevin Delaney
Meetings/Rides: Every third Wednesday of each month, call Christie Lawyer for directions.
Southeastern Massachusetts’ mountain bikers
thoroughly enjoyed the best Fall season of Trail
Bicycling in the history of our sport. On
November 1st, for example, the day of the
Freetown 50, the temperature topped out at
70. When was the last time that you rode on a
70 degree day in November? Of for that matter
even in October? Adding to our shared mutual
delusion that the Summer would never end, the
region’s annual foliage drop was delayed by a
month.
All of which gave us a bonus of more than two
months of near Summer like riding conditions.
On October 3rd Mountain Bike Day drew over
350 people to the Blue Hills. While in
Wompatuck on October 24th 47 people
showed up for a NEMBA/Merlin trail mainte-

nance day - and a ride. This was a record
turnout for Wompatuck, and nearly the largest
turnout ever at a NEMBA trail maintenance
session.
Personally I really don’t think that Summer ever
ends in Southeastern Massachusetts. Last
Winter for example, we were able to ride, snow
and ice free, someplace in our region every
weekend all Winter long. And if the long term
weather forecasts are correct we can expect a
similar Winter this season. So don’t put your
bikes away just because the calendar says it’s
Winter. Get out and go riding. And if you’re
looking for people to ride with, check the
NEMBA Events List, or send a note to our chapter’s mailing list semass@nemba.org.
And to get you started, don’t miss out on

SEMASS’s Y2K ride. It will be the 9th Annual
Hangover beater Ride. And it will be held come
rain or snow or sleet or nice on 1/1/2000. It
will be our first chance to go riding in the New
Millennium, so don’t miss it.
SEMASS NEMBA holds monthly meetings at the
Bridgewater Public Library on the third
Wednesday of every month at 7:00 pm. After
the meeting there is always an optional ride or
x-country ski session. For more information,
call Christie Lawyer at 508-279-2707. Bill Boles
PS: SEMASS NEMBA wishes to congratulate
member Sandy Bray who won a super tricked
out new Independent Fabrications Mountain
Bike in the 1999 NEMBA Land Access. —Bill
Boles

Wachusett NEMBA

President: Rich Donoghue, 978-425-2067, dld@net1plus.com
Vice-Presidents: Jim Plumb
Secretary: Russell Burdett
Treasurer: Jon Pratt
Wachusett NEMBA Website: http://geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadows/1441/
Email List: wachusett@nemba.org

Get out of Bed and Ride
NEMBA runs on volunteer labor, and somehow
I was ‘volunteered’ to write the Wachusett
Chapter News. OK, that’s cool, I like to write –
but with the deadline looming, I was desperate
for some inspiration. With that in mind,
instead of waking up early to stare at my computer, I got up early and went for a ride! Duh!
What better way to get inspired? Hooked up
with Dave Stockwell at Leominster State Forest
for the Wachusett NEMBA Sunday morning ride

series; 9 am every Sunday at the Rocky Pond
lot. Where was everybody else? Still in bed w/
your respective honey’s? Hey folks, get that
done on Saturday morning. Sunday is the day
to be in the woods if you want to avoid being
some hunters’ target.
What with this and that, it had been two
weeks since I’d been on the trails. It was so
awesome to finally click in and ride- the sun
was bright, the air was charged with energy, the
bike felt incredibly sweet, and the trails were in
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beautiful condition. So there I am, riding,
breathing, talking with Dave, and I find myself
thinking about NEMBA. Yeah, I know I’m a
geek, but remember I had this deadline to deal
with. Anyway, I was meditating on the impact
NEMBA has had on my life, and the state of
Mountain Biking in New England. You know,
from a personal point of view, NEMBA has been
instrumental in helping me get more out of riding – new places to ride, cool people to ride
with, folks who help each other out and work

with a common purpose: Ride, have fun, save
the trails. This is a no-brainer. This what I
want to do, and I really appreciate the people
who have made the effort to develop the organization of riders we all benefit from. Then I
realized what makes NEMBA so totally great:
we are a community, a positive healthy community stretching all across Rhode Island,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, all working together, riding together, and don’t forget partying together
(thanks Grampy). Anyway, I believe we’re pretty lucky to have an organization to get behind
and be a part of that makes great things happen
for mountain biking.

Grab your Bike and Go to a Meeting!
Speaking of being lucky to have the NEMBA
community help your riding rock, don’t forget it
takes some volunteer effort to make it happen.
Wachusett NEMBA is growing, doing more, and
becoming a real force in the local biking scene.
This is all thanks to a very few people who
decided that organizing and ramrodding all
these rides and work days was something they
love to do. If we want to keep it going, we
either need to clone Grampy (do you really
want that?) or get more people to do some
stuff. Yeah, we have a great turnout at work
days, which is a credit to everyone who wants
to give back to the trails, but yet more needs
doing. I’ve stolen the stuff here that needs
doing from the illustrious Mr. Keyes, who
wrote:
Wachusett NEMBA needs some new volunteers
to help us organize our chapter for Y2K. Right
now only a few people are helping out —can
you say Gritty?— and we really need to get

Vermont NEMBA

President: Rob Roy Macgregor
Treasurer Cyndi Kilday

some other people to lend a hand.
Here's a short list of possible tasks:
1) Ride organizers. Dave Devore has been
doing a great job with the Tuesdayrides, and I
hope he can keep on doing it. Tom Mahoney
has been the person to coordinate the other
rides. Whatdayasay, Tom? Can you keep doing
this? 2) Park liasons. Right now, we're focused
completely on Leominster, and it would be
great if we made some better contact with
some of the other areas, such as Townsend SF,
Groton TF, etc. If you'd like to volunteer to talk
with the people who run these open spaces (or
others), perhaps we can start to do some trail
maintenance/building in some other areas. 3)
Chapter board members. Wachusett NEMBA's
been pretty informal about having a real board,
but it would be nice to have a bunch of you
guys step up to the plate and get more involved
with all the stuff we're up to. At the most, it
would mean that you'd have to come for a ride
and have a brew while we discuss and plan
stuff. 4) Wachusett representatives to the
regional NEMBA board. Each chapter has a
couple of people who take part in the regional
board and who represent Wachusett NEMBA.
It means going to 4 meetings a year, each of
which has a ride and lunch. This is a great way
to meet the movers and shakers from
around the region. —PK. Thanks for the lowdown, Philip, and I hereby volunteer for having
a ride and a brew.

Trail Dayz

accomplished. First we had to ogle Jason Pare’s
new bike. Jason, yet another member of the
Bike of the Month Club, has scored a very hot
looking Gary Fisher with disc brakes. After
everybody rode the new bike, we put the finishing touches on the new trail, originally cut in
September with the help of the IMBA Trail crew.
People have been riding it since the first day,
and I’ve heard a lot of positive feedback on the
layout. Thanks to all the people riding it, there
wasn’t a lot of work to do to finish cutting it in.

Thanks to Bike Shop owners!
Special thanks to the THREE bike shop owners
who came to help! Gene Kalajian of Gear
Works Cyclery in Leominster came out and
even donated a way cool Crosslink wheelset!
Bruce Willoughbe and his son Chris of O'Neils
in Gardener worked hard, and it was also wonderful to see Alan Toby of Wachusett Cycle and
Multisport. It’s totally cool to have the local
shops support trailwork both hands-on and
with swag. As an added bonus, Ned LaFortune
from Wachusett Brewery, official beer of the
Wachusett Chapter, lent his support through
expert use of a Pulaski and way cool Wachusett
pint glasses for everyone. Thanks Ned!
So ends another great trail maintenance season,
but the riding will never end! Thanks to invention of electricity and fat studded tires, trail riding on dark evenings makes the winter a prime
time to be on the bike. Added bonus: hunters
usually won’t shoot you if your light is on. So
go ride already!–Gray Harrison

October 17th was the last trail maintenance
day of the season for Wachusett NEMBA.
Great day, beautiful weather, lots of stuff

Phone: 802-824-3642, LLmtbacs@webtv.net

White Mountains NEMBA

President: Mark Jenks, 603-356-0233, jinxbery@landmarknet.net Vice-President: Steve Burdett

Serious Problems Brewing in the
Whites
As the saying goes, it was nice while it lasted.
The MWV NEMBA was started two summers
ago but there were no major issues, no big conflicts, no nada to really coalesce the local riders.
Then, one day in October, some of the best
trails in the valley were brushed in and closed
out. To add insult to injury, authorized trails
were also closed off. The Forest Service was
very direct; they closed the trails in order to get
the attention of the mountain bike community.
They needed to put a stop to the unauthorized
trail building, they wanted partners for input
into the new ten year forest plan, and they
wanted to see faces. Although NEMBA had
been working with the USFS on trail maintenance and other issues, they did not feel that

we represented the mountain bikers in the valley. In reality, they were correct. Since there had
never been an access issue, many of the locals
were suspicious of any advocacy action. The
mindset was "out of sight – out of mind".
Bringing attention to the trails and the riders
would result in being barred from the trails,
authorized ones or not. Mark and I had an offsite meeting with the local district head to discuss the closures and what the USFS wanted
from the cycling community. This meeting was
purely informational so that we could prepare
people for the public mountain bike meeting
which was held at the USFS offices on 10/28.
Over 40 cyclists showed up for that meeting.
During the meeting the USFS made it very clear
that they considered bikes to be a legitimate
user group and had no intentions of closing
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them out of the forest. We discussed how we
could re-open the closed out trails, the requirements of NEPA and how cyclists could provide
money and resources to speed up the process,
and future trail maintenance projects. Out of
that meeting, at the request of the USFS, a core
group of 14 volunteered to be the nucleus to go
to future meetings and deal with the USFS. At a
later meeting of the gang of 14, 8 volunteered
to be primary contacts and the remaining were
meeting alternates. All 14 voted to align the
group with NEMBA. Although it is going to
take time and work to keep the momentum
going, this is a strong beginning. Stay tuned.
—Cathy Steers

NEMBA RIDE SERIES
Bill Boles, Ride coordinator

NEMBA rides are led by individual NEMBA members for other members and prospective members. So if you haven’t yet joined NEMBA,
please do. Rides are usually for small numbers of people and vary with the location and the personal style of the host. Rides have been
known to change location or time at the last moment. So be sure to call the ride’s leader, both to sign up, and to find out more about the
ride. If you commit to a ride, go, since space is limited. That way the rides will stay manageable and be enjoyable for everyone. Helmets are
required on all NEMBA rides. Contact the ride leader if the weather looks questionable.
HEY! - Why not lead a NEMBA ride yourself? Contact Bill Boles at 508-583-0067 or nembabill@yahoo.com for more information.
(d) Indicates a weekday daytime ride.
(*) Indicates a Freinds of the Blue Hills Ride.
Kids/Family:
Beginner:
Novice:
Advanced Novice:

2-10 miles, usually easy pace & terrain. These rides are aimed at parents with young children.
2-7 miles, easy terrain, easy pace. These rides are aimed at riders with little or no riding experience.
4-8 miles, mellow pace, easy terrain, frequent stops.
6-10 miles, mellow pace, either mostly easy terrain, or could be technical terrain done slowly,
frequent stops.
Intermediate:
2-20 miles, moderately technical, somewhat faster pace, occasional stops and bail out points.
Intermediate rides are designed for people who ride frequently, and have some skills, but who
probably don't enter races.
Advanced Intermediate: The same as intermediate except faster and harder terrain.
Advanced:
20-30 miles, high technical difficulty, fast pace, few stops or chances to bail out. These rides are intended for
advanced riders or racers who would like to go for a challenging ride at less than an all out race pace.
Women’s rides:
Can be any level of difficulty. Call for more information.
These ride categories are only general guidelines. You should ask the leader exactly what type of ride he or she is planning in terms of distance, pace and technicality. Also, be realistic about your level of riding skills and don’t join a ride that is beyond your present ability or
fitnes level.

Cape Cod & Islands
12/05
12/12
12/15
12/19
12/26
01/01
01/02
01/09
01/16
01/23
01/30
02/06
02/13
02/20
02/27
03/05
03/12
03/19
03/26

Vineyard
Vineyard
Pochasset
Vineyard
Vineyard
E.Sandwich
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard

Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
All
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

David Whitmon
David Whitmon
Debbie McCullouch
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
Debbie McCullouch
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon
David Whitmon

508-693-4905
508-693-4905
branman@capecod.net 508-563-1734
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
branman@capecod.net 508-563-1734
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905
508-693-4905

12/07
12/14
12/21
12/28

Leominster SF
Leominster SF
Leominster SF
Leominster SF

Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate-Advanced

JimAmidon
JimAmidon
JimAmidon
JimAmidon

jami@netplus.com
jami@netplus.com
jami@netplus.com
jami@netplus.com

978-939-8594
978-939-8594
978-939-8594
978-939-8594

12/07
12/08
12/15
12/18
12/22

Supply Ponds, Branford
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
Penwood S.P.-Bloomfield
W. Hartford Res.

Intermediate
Beginners
Intermediate
Intermediate
Adavnced Int.

Paul Wetmore
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
John Turchi
Charlie Beristan

pwetm78080@aol.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com

203-287-8861
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-653-5038
860-521-7188(d)

Central, Wachuset & Western Mass

Connecticut & Rhode Island
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12/22
12/29
01/05
01/12
01/19
01/22
01/26
02/02
02/09
02/16
02/19
02/23
03/02
03/09
03/15
03/18
03/22

Wsst Rock SP
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
TBD bike or ski
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
TBD bike or ski
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
W. Hartford Res.
TBD bike or ski
W. Hartford Res.

11/30
12/05
12/07
12/12
12/19
12/26
01/02
01/08
01/16
01/16
01/23
01/30
02/06
02/12
02/13
02/13
02/20
02/27
03/05
03/12
03/18
03/19
03/19
03/26
11/30
12/04
12/05
12/07
12/12
12/12
12/19
12/19
12/23
12/26
01/02
01/02
01/09
01/09
01/16
01/16
01/23
01/23
01/30
01/30
02/06

Intermediate
Beginners
Intermediate
Adavnced Int.
Beginners
Intermediate
Intermediate
Adavnced Int.
Beginners
Intermediate
Intermediate
Adavnced Int.
Beginners
Intermediate
Adavnced Int.
Intermediate
Beginners

Paul Wetmore
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
John Turchi
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
John Turchi
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
Charlie Beristan
John Turchi
Charlie Beristan

pwetm78080@aol.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
charlieb@home.com
turch@snet.net
charlieb@home.com

203-287-8861(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-653-5038(s)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-653-5038(s)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-521-7188(d)
860-653-5038(s)
860-521-7188(d)

Manchester Center, VT
Intermediate
telemarking, Wildcat NH Advanced Int.
Manchester Center, VT
Intermediate
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
backcountry ski, N. Conway NH Advanced Int.
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
telemark festival, Wildcat NH All
telemark festival, Wildcat NH All
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
NEMBA bckcntry ski/snowboard N Conway All
NEMBA bckcntry ski/snowboard N Conway All
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski

Bill Kilday
Krisztina Holly
Bill Kilday
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Krisztina Holly
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Krisztina Holly
Krisztina Holly
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Krisztina Holly
Krisztina Holly
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan

battbike@sover.net
zholly@alum.mit.edu
battbike@sover.net
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
zholly@alum.mit.edu
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
zholly@alum.mit.edu
zholly@alum.mit.edu
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
zholly@alum.mit.edu
zholly@alum.mit.edu
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com

802-362-2731
603-356-0057(s)
802-362-2734
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
603-356-0057
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
603-356-0057(s)
603-356-0057(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-643-4747(s)
781-643-4747(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)

Leominster SF
Blue Hills
Dracut SF
Leominster SF
Carlisle SF
N. Conway NH
Dracut SF
N. Conway NH
Dracut SF
N. Conway NH
Dracut SF
N. Conway NH
Carlisle SF
N. Conway NH
Dracut SF
N. Conway NH
Dracut SF
N. Conway NH
Dracut SF
N. Conway NH
N. Conway NH

JimAmidon
Bill Boles
Mark Bialas
JimAmidon
Norman Blanchette
Andrea Donovan
Mark Bialas
Andrea Donovan
Norman Blanchette
Andrea Donovan
Mark Bialas
Andrea Donovan
Norman Blanchette
Andrea Donovan
Mark Bialas
Andrea Donovan
Norman Blanchette
Andrea Donovan
Mark Bialas
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan

Maine, New Hampshire & Vermont

Metro Boston, Merrimac & North Shore

Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate-Advanced
Intermediate
Ski
Intermediate
Ski
Intermediate
Ski
Intermediate
Ski
Intermediate
Ski
Intermediate
Ski
Intermediate
Ski
Intermediate
Ski
Ski
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jami@netplus.com
nembabill@yahoo.com
Rush@netway.com
jami@netplus.com
nblanchette@mediaone.com
adono22721@aol.com
Rush@netway.com
adono22721@aol.com
nblanchette@mediaone.com
adono22721@aol.com
Rush@netway.com
adono22721@aol.com
nblanchette@mediaone.com
adono22721@aol.com
Rush@netway.com
adono22721@aol.com
nblanchette@mediaone.com
adono22721@aol.com
Rush@netway.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com

978-939-8594
508-583-0067(*)
978-452-1590(s)
978-939-8594
978-957-0800(s)
781-233-0267(s)
978-452-1590(s)
781-233-0267(s)
978-957-0800(s)
781-233-0267(s)
978-452-1590(s)
781-233-0267(s)
978-957-0800(s)
781-233-0267(s)
978-452-1590(s)
781-233-0267(s)
978-957-0800(s)
781-233-0267(s)
978-452-1590(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)

02/12
02/13
02/13
02/20
02/27
03/05
03/12
03/18
03/19
03/19
03/26

telemark festival, Wildcat NH ALL
telemark festival, Wildcat NH All
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski
NEMBA bckcntry ski/snowboard N Conway All
NEMBA bckcntry ski/snowboard N Conway All
N. Conway NH
Ski
N. Conway NH
Ski

Krisztina Holly
Krisztina Holly
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan
Krisztina Holly
Krisztina Holly
Andrea Donovan
Andrea Donovan

11/30
12/02
12/02
12/04
12/05
12/05
12/07
12/09
12/12
12/12
12/14
01/01
01/01
o01/02
01/09
01/09
01/16
01/16
01/23
01/23
01/30
01/30
02/06
02/06
02/13
02/13
02/20
02/20
02/27
02/27
03/05
03/05
03/12
03/12
03/19
03/19
03/26
03/26

Wompatuck SP
Callahan SF
Foxboro SF
Blue Hills
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SP
Foxboro SF
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SP
Myles Standish SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass
Wompatuck SF
SE Mass

Paul Peasley
Jeff Gallo
Dan Ibbitson
Bill Boles

South Shore & Metrowest Boston

Intermediate
All
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate
All
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.
Intermediate (6:00 AM)
Advanced Int.

zholly@alum.mit.edu
zholly@alum.mit.edu
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
zholly@alum.mit.edu
zholly@alum.mit.edu
adono22721@aol.com
adono22721@aol.com
gallojp@yahoo.com
dnostibbi@aol.com
nembabill@yahoo.com
jorrdanfamily154@juno.com

Bike Barn
Paul Peasley
Dan Ibbitson
dnostibbi@aol.com
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
Paul P tibbi@aol.com
508-543-4428
Bill Boles
nembabill@yahoo.com
Bike Barn
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
781-447-4469
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
Jordanfamily154@juno.com
Bike Barn
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603-356-0057(s)
603-356-0057(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-643-4747(s)
781-643-4747(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-233-0267(s)
781-925-2512
508-877-2028
508-543-4428
508-583-0067(*)
781-767-4044
781-447-4469
781-925-2512
508-543-4428
781-767-4044
781-447-4469
508-583-0067
781-447-4469
781-767-4044
781-767-4044
781-447-4469
781-767-4044
781-447-4469
781-767-4044
781-767-4044
781-767-4044
781-767-4044
781-767-4044
781-447-4469
781-767-4044
781-447-4469
781-767-4044
781-447-4469
781-767-4044
781-447-4469
781-767-4044
781-447-4469
781-767-4044
781-447-4469

JOIN NEMBA MEMBA HEROES
NEMBA is fortunate to have a membership which cares deeply
about mountain biking, the environment and our organization.
These folks are NEMBA’s Heroes, and we hope that you’ll join their
ranks. Your donations and membership are fully tax-deductible to

the full extent of the law, and we urge you to contribute what you
can. We thank all our members and supporters in keeping NEMBA
financially strong, so that we may better serve New England’s
trails.

Master Trail Builders,
$1000+

Victor Evdokimoff
Kenji & Kimberley Freedman
Bob Gagnon
Dave & Victoria Gaudreau
Jerry Geribo
Steven Graham
Gardner Gray
Noreen Casey & Tom Greene
Tom & Claire Grimble
Larry Guild
Chris Harris
Joseph Hayward
Jeffrey Hyland
Rebecca White & David
Iwatsuki
John Jenkins
Douglas Jensen
Eric Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Dave Jordan
Paul Keene
David Kleinschmidt
Eero Kola
Richard LaBombard
John Levy
Roy Lindo
John Lockwood
Denise O'Grady & Todd Loomis
Mark Luders
Ronald MacDonald
Jim Macdougall
Tom Mahoney
Mickey Marcus
David Martz
Don Bunker & Becky McEnroe
Robin Pfetsch and Brian
McKeller
Deborah & Ken Mental
Chris & Kelly Meuser
Susan & Christopher Mitchell
Tom Moore
Mike Moraites
Michael Morgan

Bill Boles
Krisztina Holly
Rick Smith

Trail Builders, $500+

Michael & Winnie Gnazzo
Stuart Johnstone
Allison Salke

Benefactors, $250+
Edward Davis
Jeffrey Gallo
Peat Krimmin
Joe Scozzafava
Dan Streeter
Andrew Thompson

Sponsors, $100+

Jim Amidon
Susan & Alexis Arapoff
Thomas Arrain
Sam Bartlett
David Belknap
Stephen Bonin
Scott Bosley
Kelton & Betsy Burbank
Andrew & Carolyn Coffin
Peter Cole
Don Cummings
Dave & Jane DeVore
Richard Donoghue
Peter Durey
David Eggleton Family
Tim Eliassen
Richard Fletcher
Steven Fuchs
Daniel Ginsburg
Bob Girvin
Mark & Pamela Gunsalus
Bob Hicks
John Hoffman

Dave King
David Kinsman
Joyce Lockert & Sharon Lamb
Robert & Domenica Levinson
Scott Lewis
Bob Ludwig
Wharton Pisacano Margo
Marla Markowski
Gary McMeekin
Carolyn & Scott Menzel
Steve Miller
Dan Murphy
Alison Wald & John Mustard
Matt O'Keefe
Mark Polomski
Joachim Preiss
Chris & Diane Ranney
David Reichman
Thomas Riihimaki
Michael Romney
Richard Schatzberg
Irving Schloss
Erik & Liz Schoepke
Don & Kristen Seib
R. Leslie Shelton
Joe Sloane
Brian Smith
Jack Stark
Mitchell Steinberg
Tim Sykes
Michael Tonry
Carl Weymouth
Gary Whittemore
Frank Wojtas
Rob Zimmerman

Supporters, $50+
Mark Denning
Gerry Dennison
Joe DiZazzo
Tom Doucette
Susan Edwards
Jim Egerton

Don Morin
Michael Mulhern
Jon & Angela Murphy
Donald Myers
Anne Myerson
Joseph Ortoleva
Jason Pare
Christopher Pawlow
John Pews
Jim Pizza
Dennis Powers
Jay & Mary Beth Prosnitz
Russ Record
Marian Reynolds
Richard Robbins
Robert Salamy
Michael Salerno
Daniel Salmon Jr.
Harvey Serreze
Anne Shepard
Steve Shriner
Gary Smith
Mark Sponauer
Doug Stotz
Peter Studt
Tony & Jamie Sudol
Michael Trombly
John Turchi
Conrado Vellve
Steven Walker
Mike Walsh
Dan & Kathleen Walsh
Patrick Ward
Richard Warner
Paul Wetmore
David Whitmon
James Williams
Scott Wilson
Jim Winston
Donavan Chin & Sue
Zimmermann

Thank you for your support! Not only is your generosity tax-deductible,
but many companies will also match your gift, doubling your contribution.
If your company has a gift matching program, please make sure you include
NEMBA. NEMBA needs the financial support of Riders Like You!
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SOS: Support Our Sponsors. They Support Us!
$1000+
Belmont Wheel Works, Belmont MA
Bikebarn, Whitman MA
Cannondale, Georgetown CT
IMBA, Boulder CO
Independent Fabrication, Somerville MA
Merlin Metalworks, Cambridge MA
Redbones, Somerville MA
Schwinn Cycling & Fitness, Wakefield MA
Seven Cycles, Watertown MA
Ted Wojcik Bicycles, Hampstead NH
$500+
BikeTree, Somerville MA
Cycle Loft, Burlington MA
REI, Inc, Framingham MA
$250+
Acton Hardware, Acton MA
Downeast Bicycle Specialists, Fryeburg ME
Pedal Power Bike & Ski, Acton MA
Spinergy, Wilton CT
USE Shokpost, Portsmouth NH
$150-200
Arcadian Shop, Inc. Lenox MA

Join NEMBA for $100 or
more and the good folks at

will thank you with a complementary subscription!
(good thru April 2000)

Gear Works Cyclery, Leominster MA
International Bike Center, Allston MA
Mean Wheels Bike Shop, Lenox MA
Newington Bicycle & Repair, Newington CT
O'Neil's Bicycle Shop, Gardner MA
Rock Shox, San Jose CA
Wachusett Brewing Co., Westminster MA
$100
Acton True Value Hardware, Acton MA
Benidorm Bikes & Snowboards, Canton CT
Bicycle Bill, Allston MA
BikeZone, East Falmouth MA
Competitive Edge Ski & Bike, Holyoke MA
Cove Cycle, Hyannis MA
Cycles Etc,. Salem NH
Dirt Rag Magazine, Pittsburgh PA
East Providence Bicycles, East Providence RI
Epicycle, N. Attleboro MA
Exeter Cycles, Exeter NH
Franklin Bicycle, Franklin MA
Highland Hardware & Bike Shop, Holyoke MA
Kiron Group, Newton MA
Laughing Dog Cyclery, Amherst MA

North Haven Bicycle Center, North Haven CT
Northampton Bicycles, Northampton MA
Northeast Bicycles, Saugus MA
Silver City Bicycles, Inc., Raynham MA
Southampton Bicycle Center, Southampton
MA
Southington Bicycle & Repair, Southington CT
The Bike Shop, Inc., Manchester CT
Two for the Road ,Georgetown MA
Valley Bicycle, Granby CT
Village Cycles, Buzzards Bay MA
Wakefield Schwinn Cyclery, Wakefield MA
Wheel Power, Exeter NH
Zigmont Group, Danville NH
$50
Back Country Excursions, Limerick ME
Northampton Cycling Club, Amherst MA
Northeast Bicycle Club, Burlington MA
Team Douglas, S. Deerfield MA
UMASS Memorial EMS Bike Team, Worcester

Membership Application
Joining NEMBA is one of the most important things you can do to help preserve New England trails and keep
mountain biking part of the New England outdoor experience. We are a non-profit 501 c 3 organization dedicated to maintaining trails and educating mountain bicyclists to ride sensibly and responsibly. We need your
support to accomplish these goals.
With your membership you will receive a membership handbook and card, a NEMBA sticker for your bike or
car, and six issues of our bi-monthly newsletter, SingleTracks. NEMBA membership will open up to you hundreds of different places to ride through out New England. You'll also receive the satisfaction of knowing that
you are helping the trails on which you ride!
Name _________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ State _______ Zip _____________________
Homephone _____________________________ Chapter _______________________________________
At Large
Greater Boston
Southeast MA

Get Hooked Up!
JoIn a NEMBA
EMail LiSt!
HunDreds oF
BikeRs arE
aLready oNline!
WWW.NEMBA.ORG

Berkshires
Merrimack MA
Rhode Island

Blackstone Valley MA Cape Cod & Islands
North Shore MA
Seacoast ME/NH
Vermont
Wachusett MA

CT NEMBA
Pioneer Valley MA
White Mtns NH

New:____ Renewal: ____ Visa/MC# _________________________________________ exp__________
Individual $20 ______

Family $30 ______ Supporting $50 _____

Sponsoring $100_____

Benefactor $250_____

Trail Builder $500 ______ Master Trail Builder $1000 ______

Dealer Memberships:
Basic $100 _____ Supporting $200_____ Benefactor $500_____ Lifetime $1500_____
Industry Memberships:
Basic $75_____ Supporting $100 _____ Benefactor $500_____

If possible, please include your company’s matching gift form

Mail to: NEMBA, PO Box 2221, Acton MA 01720
OR CALL 800-57NEMBA
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12/99

OFF THE BACK

An Open Letter to Lance

Dear Lance:
Sir, let me
begin this
letter by
throwing
myself on
the floor and
bowing to you.
There. I’ve done it. Not one of those superficial bowings that you
see from annoying sports fans, but a display of complete supplication like the ones those miniature people on Mothra’s island used
to do. You have become the legendary giant bug monster for the
ages, man. You are what is right in this country today. When you
beat that aggressive cancer that spread throughout your body and
came away victorious in this year’s Tour de France, you not only
won your life, but also the hopes of thousands of cancer victims.
Did I read that you actually used the weight loss from your
chemotherapy as an advantage for those climbs? Un. Real! It’s
strikingly similar to my strategy of using my expanding beer gut as
a secret weapon for them descents. Eerie.
Now that you’ve conquered the world of road cycling and become
its immortal legend, please, please, please, do us all a big favor:
race mountain bikes full time for the rest of your career. Throw
away the silly painter’s cap and grow some leg hair. You, sir, are
waaay too cool to be racing on those skinny weenie tires.
Don’t get me wrong. I love the road bicycle. I love mine. There’s
nothing I’d rather do on a sunny afternoon when my off-road buddies aren’t around than throw my leg over that feather light aluminum frame with its sexy carbon fork and go for a long spin in
the country. In fact, my C-dale roadie is probably my favorite bike
in the garage, especially after I had the new Ultegra upgrade kit
put on. But, boy! It’s the whole culture that the road bike brings
to this world that I feel is beneath your deity.

by Dr. Chainsnap

movie "History of the World, Part I." Don’t get me wrong, that
Frankie Andreu is one tough mother and helluva rider himself. But
Lance, I guess it’s good to be the king, eh?
Let’s not forget the roadie culture stateside. How about that fierce
weekend "paceline" of four middle-aged lawyers and bank executives that insists on taking up the middle of a busy, 40 mph, road?
They don’t seem satisfied until each passenger in that minivan
that swerved into the oncoming lane got a good look at their prestigious Italian steel frames. It seems unfathomable to them that
they should have to share the road with faster, bigger, heavier
vehicles. And what is up with those heart rate monitors strapped
around their chests? Apparently, besides acting as a support for
their male boobies, it tells them when their heart is beating in a
rate within a calculated optimal zone. Has to do with the heart’s
stroke volume and VO2max, they say. Hmmm… The only zone
I’ve seen from them is the drive-through zone at Wendy’s they zip
through after their "epic" rides. When I’m trying to clean a technical singletrack climb, the last thing on my mind is my heart rate.
Just keep beating, I tell the old ticker.
I guess what I’m trying to say is, Lance you belong with us now.
You belong to our world. I want to pull my lawn chair out and
scream for you at Mt. Snow every year, then watch you kick butt
on the NORBA circuit aboard your one-ride-only carbon soft-tails
on TV. After each race, I want you to hang out with us around a
fire, or a keg. I want to see you at different mountain bike festivals
and get lost together in a real epic ride. In the woods. You have
earned it. Have some fun. Ride the fat tires, amigo.
Did I hear that you and your wife are expecting (or trying?). Good
luck and God bless you.
Keep the rubber side down.
Dr. Chainsnap, aka Shorta Yuasa, spends his time listening to
Howard Stern, watching Jerry Springer, and patching up his
Wachusett riding buddies at the local emergency room.

First of all, what is up with those Europeans? What gives them the
right to have so much contempt for anything American? I was so
glad you told off the French press after they had the gall to suggest
you doped yourself up. Have they no shame? Wait - obviously not
since they fail to realize that the only other person in this world
that wears a beret is Monica Lewinsky. Ugh! Screw them.
And what is up with those girls on the podium? Who are they
kidding? You just raced up and down 120 miles of hills. Are a
bunch of flowers and pecks on the cheek from those bulimic models that still outweigh you going to really cut it? Why don’t they
let you just take the bottle of champagne, kick back, and watch
them mudwrestle? Dirt is good!
How about this domestique stuff? I guess it’s a term for a team
member who is designated to be the support rider, keeping the
tempo in the peloton (another favorite word of mine) and helping
star riders like you get to the front at the right time. I guess it’s
the whole Euro name thing. I have a son and I don’t want him
togrow up to be another man’s domestique . It’s right up there
with: "Daddy! I want to become a male figure skater." I keep seeing
the image of Mel Brooks as "the piss boy" carrying around a full
bucket and running behind the King and Count de Money in the
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WHEELS TO BOARDS!
Gear up for Ski Season

$69.50 SKI PACKAGE CHALLENGE
As a result of our recent research we believe this is the most price aggressive ski package ever offered in the spectacular White Mountains in North Conway Village, NH. Compare and
then you decide!
•
•
•

One night’s lodging (Sun - Thurs, non-holiday) with a homemade breakfast in the morning.
Dinner at the area’s finest restaurants: Red Parker Pub, the Muddy Moose or Merlino’s Family Steakhouse
Ski at the mountain of your choice: Black Mountain, Cranmore Mt. Resort or Attitash.

ALL FOR ONLY $69.50 p.p. dbl. Occupancy. WOW!
Couples Weekend - Same great deal for $89/night for 2 nights
•Non-smoking •Three diamond AAA •All Rooms with private bath and phones •10% Discount to NEMBA Members!

Also ask about our independent hostel • Rates start at $17 including breakfast

Call us! 1-800-356-3596
603-356-2044
www.cml1.com
Email: mtnbike@cml1.com
Non-Profit Organization
U.S. Postage
Paid
Permit #148
Plattsburgh, NY
New England Mountain Bike Association
PO Box 2221
Acton MA 01720
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Please help us stay strong by sending in your Annual Appeal.
Your donation is important!

